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ABSTRACT

Past events in the recent history of Wyoming dictated the need for proper
recreation benefit evaluations of. proposed Wyoming reservoirs.

As a result, a

Memorandum of Agreement was signed between the Wyoming Water Development
Commission anp the Wyoming Recreation Commission in September 1983.

It was

agreed that evaluation procedures from the Water Resource Council document,
Economic and Environmental Principles and Guidelines for Water and Related
Land Resources Implementation Studies, would be used and the proposed Deer
Creek project near Casper would serve as a test case for the procedures.

The

primary objective of the test and this study was to assess the recreational
potential and value of Deer Creek reservoir.

Major emphasis was placed on determining the net willingness to pay of all the
potential Deer Creek visitors.

This willingness to 'pay for recreation

activities is equivalent to the net benefits associated with the site.

This

net benefit may be calculated for each year over the life of a project and
translated into the cumulative present worth of recreation benefits at Deer
Creek.

This present worth of recreation benefits, as well as costs, may then

be incorporated into the overall project benefit-cost ratio.

Such an

incorporation could ultimately help or hinder the economics of a water
project.
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To achieve the above (i.e. determine recreation benefits), a multi-step process
was implemented.

Of the three methods available in Principles and Guidelines,

the regional travel cost approach was chosen.

The availability of visitor use

surveys from the Wyoming State Parks, as well as the location of Deer Creek,
dictated this choice.

USing this approach, two use prediction models were

created and incorporated in a travel cost benefit estimation program adapted
from the Forest Service.

The prediction equations correlated existing use at

chosen sites with site characteristics, the distance each user traveled, and
the availability of recreation substitutes.

Future use was estimated for the

chosen sites and Deer Creek using approximations of future county populations
and site characteristics.

From these estimations, the net benefits of Deer

Creek were assessed assuming travel cost was a proxy for the site price.

The

result was the annual real recreation value of Deer Creek for the years 1990
to 2018.

Each annual recreational value was then escalated by 6% per year

to account for inflation and discounted up to 1989 using 3 different interest
rates.

The summation of the yearly adjusted values resulted in a total

present worth benefit for Deer Creek.

Costs associated with Deer Creek were of several types;

the value of use

which could be drawn from existing reservoirs, the value of wildlife-related
use which may be displaced, and the construction and operation/maintenance
costs of the proposed facilities.

Those benefits drawn from other reservoirs

were subtracted from the annual benefit estimates prior to determining the
present worth of the benefits.

The cumulative present net worth of
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construction costs and operation/maintenance costs were determined using the
above procedure and then subtracted in total from the cumulative benefits.
This resulted in a net benefit for Deer Creek ranging from 7 to 10 million
dollars.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Since Wyoming's beginning, water has been an important commodity within the
state.

A statement made by Governor Herschler reflects the feelings of the

state regarding local water resources.
"Wyoming's water is our most important single resource, and its
development and utilization requires the informed participation
of the public and their local representatives." (First Report on
the Wyoming Water Development Program).
The Wyoming legislature, as a result of this sentiment, enacted the Wyoming
Water Development Program Act in 1975.

The purpose of the program (Wyoming

Statute 41-2-112) is to foster and encourage the optimal development of the
state's human, industrial, mineral, agricultural, water and recreational
resources.

According to the statute, the program shall provide, through

the Water Development Commission, procedures and policies for the
planning, selection, financing, construction, acquisition, and operation
of projects and facilities for the conservation, storage, distribution, and
use of water necessary to develop and preserve Wyoming's water and related
land resources.

The Act further indicates the program shall make available

the waters of the state for all beneficial uses, such as municipal, domestic
agricultural, and recreational purposes.

To implement these objectives, the Wyoming Water Development Commission was
created to locate, evaluate, and recommend to the state legislature potential
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water projects throughout Wyoming.

These projects include construction

of new reservoirs for municipal and irrigation purposes, rehabilitation
of existing dams, evaluation of undeveloped watersheds, and construction
of irrigation systems.

Prior to the authorization and construction of a

particular project, the Water Development Commission must move the project
through three levels (referred to within as Levels I, II, and III) of study,
as well as identify the project's benefits and costs.

One of the many

considerations in each level of analysis is the need to evaluate the potential
for or the problems which may effect the recreational use of the project.
Similarly, the Commission is to consider all funds, assets, and revenue
sources of all project beneficiaries, and

recommend financing plans which

will reimburse expenditures of state funds except as such expenditures may
be allocated to a state benefit such as recreation.

In the past primary benefits associated with a project were usually
attributable to agricultural uses and flood control.

However as Wyoming

faces a recession, the importance of recreation and tourism in the state is
being recognized.

This new emphasis, in conjunction with the directives of

the Water Development Act, has increased the need and significance of
evaluating the recreational potential of proposed water projects.
Additionally, a large controversy over the estimated recreation benefits of
the Hawk Springs dam rehabilitation project brought into question the methods
being used to determine these benefits.

It was felt that more appropriate

methods have been developed by federal agencies such as the Army Corps of
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Engineers.

As a result, the Water Development Commission signed a Memorandum

of Agreement in September, 1983 authorizing the Wyoming Recreation Commission
to evaluate and implement approved recreation benefit estimation proceQures
on selected water projects.

Principles and Guidelines

The methodologies selected for recreation benefit estimation are outlined
and recommended in the Economic and Environmental Principles and Guidelines
for Water and Related Land Resources Implementation Studies.
was

The document

devised by the Water Resources Council to guide the formulation and

evaluation studies of the major Federal water resources development agencies.
According to the Council, the document is the product of extensive work by
experts from a variety of professions, including recreation, and contains the
best available methods for calculating the benefits and costs of water
projects.

Works by the Army Corps of Engineers demonstrate the applicability

of the methods outlined in the document, as well as provide useful examples.
As a result, the Water Development Commission and the Recreation Commission
felt it was most logical to utilize such well-known, pre-tested methodologies
for recreation benefit estimation in Wyoming.

The Memorandum of Agreement incorporates the methods and procedures of
Principles and Guidelines at each level of study performed on a particular
water project.

Level I involves a compilation of the project-related
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recreation data currently available to the Recreation Commission.

The

analysis includes the determination of the potential recreation market for the
project, the identification of the available recreation resources within the
market area, and an evaluation as to the capability of existing resources to
meet recreation needs.

Level II involves assessing the dollar benefits

associated with the particular project utilizing one of three suggested methods.
In addition, the recreation need for the project as well as the potential
adverse impacts are identified.

Level III incorporates actual recreation site

design for the proposed project.

The types and quantities of recreation

facitlities needed at the site are suggested.

The recreational analysis

should not reach this point unless a need for the water site was determined
in Level I and positive recreation benefits were estimated in Level II.

Deer Creek Study

The 1982 session of the Wyoming State Legislature authorized a Level II
Feasibility Study of the Deer Creek Project.

It was determined by the Water

Development Commission that this project would provide an excellent test as to
the applicability of the Memorandum of Agreement and the procedures outlined
in Principles and Guidelines.

As a result, a proposal was agreed upon by the

two Commissions and the Recreation Commission commenced work in October,
1983.
I I )•

(The location and description of Deer Creek may be found in Chapter
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The objectives of the Deer Creek Study are dictated by the previous definition
of a Level I and Level II Recreation Study.

The primary objectives are:

1. To assess the potential recreational benefits and costs which may
be associated with the construction and maintenance of Deer Creek
Reservoir and proposed on-site recreation facilities.
2. To utilize the regional travel-cost approach, as outlined by
Principles and Guidelines, to determine these benefits.
The regional travel cost approach incorporates 4 secondary objectives.

They

are:
a)

the development of a regional use prediction model to estimate
future recreation use at Deer Creek and existing reservoirs,

b)

the construction of a demand curve for Deer Creek and the
measurement of consumer surplus from that curve,

c)

an evaluation of the capability of existing recreation resources
to meet current and future recreation needs, and

d)

an assessment of the recreation displacement, facility construction, and operation and maintenance costs to be associated with
the reservoir.

The results of this analysis will provide the Water Development Commission
with an estimate of the present net value of recreation activities at Deer
Creek for the years 1990 to 2018.

Remaining Chapters

The following chapter briefly explains the 3 alternative benefit evaluation
procedures outlined in Principles and Guidelines.

Particular emphasis will

be placed on travel cost as this ;s the method used in this study.
importantly, the concept of benefits will be explained.

Most

It is important that
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the results be interpreted with a full understanding of the benefit definition.

Chapter III introduces literature which supports the travel cost method.

Chapter IV describes the methodology used in the study and introduces
preliminary results.

These results include capacity estimates for reservoirs

near Deer Creek, and use and benefit estimates produced by the respective
models.

Chapter V outlines

the present net value of Deer Creek,

derived from the preliminary benefit estimates, and provides an example of
a development plan to ensure the realization of these benefits.

The final

chapter briefly summarizes the entire study and draws a few conclusions from
the results.

CHAPTER II
ALTERNATIVE RECREATION BENEFIT ESTIMATION
PROCEDURES

Three methods have been suggested by the Water Resources Council as methods
which provide acceptable economic measures of the benefits of recreation
activities and resources.

Each method provides values which are equivalent

to the consumer surplus or net willingness to pay attributable to the users
of a proposed site.

Defining Recreation Benefits

Prior to the explanation of the methods, an understanding of the values to be
measured is needed.

According to Walsh (1983), economists do not measure the

value of recreation activities as simply the price of recreation goods and
services purchased.

Economists assume that the use value of what an indivi-

dual consumes is greater than its market price (except at the margin where
the two are equal).

This use value or gross benefit is analogous to the

maximum amount that individuals would be willing to pay for a recreation
activity rather than forego it.

Net benefits are equal to what users

would be willing to pay beyond what they now pay rather than forego
a given amount and type of recreation activity.

Essentially, net benefits

to consumers are similar to the net profits earned by business firms.
The value of the activity, whether recreation or business-related, is
determined by what is remaining after all costs are met (Walsh, 1983).
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The value which is provided by any of the three methods is equivalent to
the total net benefits flowing to the site in question.

This amount can be

expanded to gross benefits if direct costs to all users are included.

It

must be reiterated that these benefit estimates are not a measure of the
recreation-related expenditures which are induced by a particular recreation
site.

It is not the purpose of these procedures to determine the impact of the

recreational use of a reservoir on the local or regional economy_
information must be generated from specific expenditure studies.

This sort of
For specific

information on recreation expenditures in Wyoming refer to "A System for
Monitoring Visitor Expenditures at the Wyoming State Park System" by Mike
Fraysier and Dr. Tom Buchanan (1983).

Method Descriptions

The methods outlined in Principles and Guidelines include the travel cost
method, contingent valuation method, and unit day value method.

The

following descriptions are taken from this document.

The travel cost approach suggests that the per capita use of a recreation
site will decrease as

out-of-po~ket

and time costs of traveling to the site

increase, other variables being constant.

A use estimation model is created

to determine present and future recreation use levels at the proposed site.
From this model, a demand curve is derived by using the variable costs of
travel and the value of time as proxies for price.

Net benefits are then
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determined by measuring the area under the demand curve above the variable
costs.

This method may be used for a regional or site-specific study.

The contingent valuation method estimates net benefits by directly asking
members of households their additional willingness to pay for changes in
recreation activities or resources at a given site or within a given region.
Individual values may be aggregated by summing willingness-to-pay for all
users in the study areas.

The unit day value method relies on expert judgement or informed opinion to
approximate the average willingness-to-pay of users for recreation activities
or sites.

An estimate may be carefully thought out and justified or selected

from a range of values approved by the Water Resources Council and other
agencies.

Briefly, the travel cost method is the preferred method for estimating the
benefits from recreation activities at existing, new and expanded sites.
Contingent value is most appropriate when estimating the changes in quality
of resources at existing recreation sites.

It is the only approach that can

be used to estimate the value of recreation resources to users as well as
non-users (Walsh, 1983).
recreation sites.

Finally, unit day values may be used at small

However, it is recommended that these values be produced

from contingent value or travel cost studies in a region where the unit day
value will be used.
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Method Selected For Deer Creek Study

The travel cost method was selected for determining benefits at Deer Creek
for several reasons.

The location of the proposed site in relation

to other large Bureau of Reclamation reservoirs and several Wyoming State
Parks, as illustrated in Figure 1, was the primary justification.

Visitor

use data from 1981 was available from Seminoe, Glendo, Guernsey, Curt Gowdy,
and Boysen reservoirs.

This data included a sample of visitors and their

origins; information which is necessary to utilize the travel cost
method.

Existing visitor use information prevented a costly survey.

Additionally, the location of Deer Creek could cause substantial competition.
Present visitors at reservoirs such as Glendo and Guernsey could be drawn
away due to the creation of Deer Creek, thereby transfering use and benefits
from the existing sites to Deer Creek.

In determining the benefits of Deer

Creek, such competitive relationships must be considered.

The recreation use

estimation model derived in the travel cost approach enables a representation
this relationship.

Finally, the characteristics of Deer Creek are similar to the characteristics
of the state park reservoirs. neer Creek will have a surface acreage of
approximately 1,050 acres, well within the range of acreage at these
reservoirs.
acres.

For example, Crystal and Granite reservoirs combined are 285

The largest reservoir is Seminoe at 20,291 surface acres.
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Figure 1.

Location of the proposed Deer Creek Reservoir
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Additionally, the proximity of Deer Creek to population centers is similar
as is the landscape surrounding the sites.

Given these similarities, use

and benefits at Deer Creek in future years may be reasonably predicted using
the travel cost approach and trends at the state park reservoirs.

CHAPTER III
REVIEW OF TRAVEL COST LITERATURE

The conceptual basis for the study is outlined in this chapter.

The

objective is to examine the appropriateness of predicting recreation
use and benefits utilizing a regional travel cost methodology.

To achieve

this end, a brief discussion on the supply and demand components of the
prediction model is presented, followed by a review of existing recreation
use prediction and benefit estimation models.

Deriving! Recreation Use Prediction Model

The recreation use which results in response to the existence of a recreation
site is the result of two forces or entities.

In economic terms, these are

the available supply of recreation opportunities and the expressed market
demand for these opportunities.

According to Seneca and Cicchetti (1969),

the confusion of demand and supply functions in outdoor recreation research
has been a source of great difficulty in estimating valid projections of supply
needs and demand levels.

They further state that participation rates (use)

are not strictly demand phenomena, but also represent available recreation
supply.

Cichetti expands upon this thought in a later work.

liThe term 'demand ' as used by economists refers to the schedule of
quantities the community will desire at all possible prices.
IUse or 'participation' is the realization of both demand and
supply considerations. That is, it is the quantity of recreational
services chosen by the community. Accordingly, both demand and
supply forces are important to its determination." (Cicchetti, 1973, p.17)
l
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Hof

(1979~

and Driver and Brown (unpublished paper) integrate recreation

supply and demand into a two stage production process with recreation use
as the final output.

Basic natural resources such as land and water are

thought to be manipulated through management actions to produce a supply of
recreation opportunities.

These opportunities are the specific sites or

settings which enable users to participate in specific types of recreation
activites.

Consumers then demand and thus utilize these opportunities in

conjunction with travel to the site, food, lodging, and other such items to
produce a recreation experience.

This created experience represents the

actual recreation use or output of the specified site.

The thoughts of these authors represent the viewpoints of the recreation
research community at large.

Specific works indicate both recreation supply

and demand components must be included in a recreation use prediction model.
Although necessary, specifying each component and their relationship may
be difficult.

Cicchetti, in his book Forecasting Recreation in the United

States, describes two particular challenges:

the Identification Problem and

the statistical implications of modeling a economic relationship.
he creates a simple general equilibrium model.
QCDt = a + bPCt + Ut
QCSt

=c

+ dPCt + eRt + Vt

QCDt = QCS t

Demand
Supply
Market Equilibrium

According to the model, the quantity of corn (QCDt) in year t is a
function of the price of corn (PCt) in year t.

The supply of corn

To explain
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provided (QCSt) in the same year relies on the price of corn in that
year as well as the amount of rainfall (Rt).

As a result, in the year t

the quantity of corn purchased at the market price is simultaneously
equivalent to the quantity demanded and supplied at this given price.
In other words, market price and the quantity exchanged are jointly and
simultaneoulsy detemined (QCDt

= QCSt). This determination, or the

Identification Problem, presents the researcher with the difficult task of
identifying which empirical observations are indicative of the demand
or supply function or some combination of the two.

Cicchetti further explains the statistical implications which exist
if one successfully specifies and then attempts to solve the system of
equations.

Estimating either the supply or demand equation utilizing

ordinary least squares results in what is known as the simultaneous
equation bias.

To avoid this bias, two alternatives are suggested.

The first dictates the use of single equation simultaneous estimators or
system estimators such as two stage and three stage least squares.

The

second involves solving the system of equations (assuming it is linear)
for the endogeneous

variable~

namely recreation use or output.

This

latter alternative is called a reduced form model and provides unbiased
estimates utilizing ordinary least squares.

At present many of the recreation use prediction models are of the reduced
form.

Ordinary least squares is the least complicated of the previously

mentioned estimation methods and a reduced form structure circumvents the
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problems outlined by Cicchetti.

Similarly, denoting recreation use as the

dependent variable allows use predictions to flow from one rather than two or
more equations.

Finally, the distinction between supply and demand variables is

not as necessary.

As will be illustrated later, several of the variables

in the reduced form model represent a demand response to supply location or
attributes.

Travel Cost Approach

At present the most common application of a reduced form recreation
prediction model is in recreation benefit estimation.

A prediction model

is utilized to estimate the probable recreation use over the life of a
recreation site.

From these predictions, a site demand curve is

constructed per period.

The consumer surplus is then measured and serves

as a representation of the user population's willingness to pay for that
site.

Many existing recreation models have been derived for the purpose of

benefit estimation.

The attibutes and characteristics of these models

are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Linear recreation prediction and benefit estimation models may take
several forms [ Cicchetti (1973); Knetsch (1974); Brown and Hansen (1974);
Dwyer, Kelly, and Bowes (1977)].

They range from site specific to

regional and may assume a form similar to the following:
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= f(Dij,Pi)
Vij = f(Dij,Pi,Aj,Sij)

Site Specific

Vij

Regional

The dependent variable, Vij, represents the amount of recreation use
eminating from geographic area i which utilizes recreation site j during
a particular time period.
population of area i;

The independent variables are:

Pi, the

Dij, the distance from area i to site j;

measure of the attributes or characteristics of site j;

Aij, a

and Sij, a

measure of the sites which may substitute for site j for visitors from
area i.

Although both model types share common variables, the site

specific is applied to one site whereas the regional variation is derived
from a variety of sites within a defined geographic region.

Both

derivations are an application of the travel cost approach mentioned in
Chapter II.

Site Specific Model

The site specific travel cost method is also known as the Hote1lingClawson-Knetsch approach.

Hotelling originated the concept and Clawson

and Knetsch added additional improvements.

Hotelling suggested the theoretical concepts behind the model in a
1947 letter to the National Park Service. He states:
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"Let cocentric zones be defined around each park so that the cost of
travel to the park from all points in one of these zones is approximately
constant. The persons entering the park in a year, or a suitably chosen
sample of them, are to be listed according to the zone from which they
come .•.• If we assume that the benefits are the same no matter what the
distance, we have, for those living near the park, a consumer's surplus
consisting of the differences in transportation costs. The comparision
of the cost of coming from a zone with the number of people who do come
from it, together with a count of the population of the zones, enables us
to plot one point for each zone on a demand curve for the service of the
park." (Hotelling, 1947)
In other words, Hotelling proposed that a demand function for a single
site be derived using travel cost as a surrogate for price.
(1973, 1976) justifies the rationale behind such an approach.

Cicchetti
He suggests

that recreational services are often provided in an "extra" market fashion
with site fees that do not indicate the long run marginal cost of the
service.

Additionally, to engage in an activity an individual must transport

himself to the site.

As the user fees are often nominal, this transportation

cost may be the most significant cost

the consumer incurs in using the site.

As a result, it is possible to hypothesize that the amount of recreation use
demanded by the individual is a function of his travel costs.

Marion Clawson implemented this premise.

According to his model, the

existing or anticipated visitation rates at the site in question must be
broken down based on their point of origination.

From each origin an average

travel cost can be determined and a mathematical relationship drawn between
the per capita visitation rates and the estimated travel costs.

A demand

curve can then be constructed by hypothetically increasing the travel
distance to the site and measuring the resulting use at each increment.
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However, to utilize this approach several assumptions must hold [Cicchetti
(1973), Dwyer, Kelly, and Bowes (1977), Clawson (1959)].

Most important is

that travel costs be directly related to some function of distance between
the site and the various origins, and that variation exist in these costs.

A

demand curve for a site can be constructed only if recreation use (quantity)
from most origins can be associated with a different travel cost (price
proxy).

The remaining assumptions are as follows:

to an increase in entry fees in the

1) individuals must react

same manner as an increase in travel

costs;

2) excess demand, as a result of capacity restrictions, should not

exist;

and 3) the distribution of tastes and income, and the availability of

substitute areas, within an area of origin must be identical to those of any
other area.

The final assumption was relaxed by Knetsch (1963) with the

inclusion of an

additional variable(s) representing the user's socioeconomic characteristics.
He states:
"There are likely to be differences in the preference functions of
people with respect to the propensity to visit a park area and to
the values that are thereby implied •••• Differences may be related
•..• These may be related to a number of factors which might include
their incomes, ages, population desities, availability of
alternative parks or close substitutes, and other socioeconomic
characteri stics.
(Knetsch, 1983, p.390)
II

Regional Model

Clawson and Knetsch's improvements, however, did not ensure an accurate
estimate of recreation use.

According to Brown and Hansen (1974), several
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other variables were necessary.

Recreation preferences may be a function of

not only the user's socioeconomic characteristics, but the attributes of the
recreation area which makes the site more or less attractive to that
particular individual.

Additionally, a more specific measure of availiable

substitutes and the travel costs to these substitutes is needed to reflect
the competitive relationship between sites.

To fulfill both needs, a system

of recreation sites must be examined rather than each site separately.
regional travel cost method or use estimator is the result.

The

It is the most

specific derivation of the travel cost approach.

Hansen and Brown, in conjunction with Knetsch (1976), developed a regional
model to illustrate the use of these variables.

The purpose of the study was

to estimate recreation use, then benefits, at seven reservoirs in the
Sacramento District of the Army Corps of Engineers.

Visits per capita (for a

predetermined market area) were assumed to be a function of travel cost, as
well as site attractiveness and other available recreation opportunities.
The surface acreage of each reservoir was used to account for the variation
in their capacity and attractiveness.
was a bit more difficult.

The specification of alternative sites

A gravity variable was defined as ~ (Log L)/D

where L is the size of the substitute reservoir and D the distance from the
origin to that site.

The summation was over all the potential substitute

lakes and reservoirs where the ratios (Log L)/D are greater than the ratio
for the

reservoir-origin combination being considered.
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A linear regression on these variables resulted in the following model:
Vij

= -4577 - 2.5 Pi/Dij

+ 0.0013 PiAj/Dij + 27.13 PiSij-2/Dij

Vij, Pi, and Dij are as defined earlier.

Aj is the reservoir pool size

and Sij is the measure of alternative opportunities.

Each coefficient

is significant at the 0.5 percent level and the coefficient of determination
is 92%.

Over all seven reservoirs about 94% of the variation in attendance

totals is explained.

As stated by the authors, it seems reasonable that the

equation could be used with confidence to predict attendance at the existing
or proposed reservoirs in the region.

Using these attendance predictions, estimates of the demand schedules
and net benefits for the seven reservoirs were derived.
well as time costs, were used as surrogates for price.

Travel costs, as
Although not

previously mentioned, time costs are extremely important in specifying benefit
estimates.

Cesario and Knetsch state the following:

"A serious difficulty with the method (H-C-K travel cost) is the
severe bias in the implied reductions of visitor quantities in
response to increased costs, caused by the failure to capture the
effects of travel time in the model. Visit reduction is based on
the observed relationshjp of decreasing visit rates of population
centers at varying distances from a recreation site. When an
increased money cost is assumed, the visit rate from any population
center is then assumed to fall to that of centers further removed.
However, the lower travel frequencies of the centers at greater
distances is due not only to the greater monetary cost of making
the longer journeys, but also to the greater time that would be
involved. Consequently, reductions in visits would be overstated
(at each particular added cost) because an increase in money cost
does not change the time necessary for travel." (Cesario and Knetsch,
1976, p.99)
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Various methods may be used to represent time and money costs.

Knetsch,

Brown and Hansen use both a linear and convex form, comparing the effects of
each.

Travel cost for both forms were 1.46 cents per mile per visitor or

2.92 cents for the round trip distance.

This was based on an assumed vehicle

cost of 4.68 cents per mile and an average number of 3.21 persons per vehicle.
Time was estimated based on distance traveled, assuming an average speed.

The convex variable was comprised of the travel cost times the figured time
cost.

The resulting benefits or consumer surplus' derived from the demand

curves of the seven reservoirs ranged from $44,000 to $3,082,000.

The linear

trade-off, expressed by travel costs plus time costs (addition rather than
multiplication), resulted in benefits ranging from $28,000 to $2,358,000.
The use of both cost forms was a means of identifying the upper and lower
benefit bounds for each reservoir.

For example, Englebright Lake, a small

reservoir far from sources of population and near a number of viable
substitutes, had benefits ranging from $28,000 using the linear cost form to
$44,000 assuming the convex.

Either cost form, using both travel and time

costs, appears to yield a meaningful estimate of the economic recreation value
which results from the existence of the reservoirs.
Other Derivations of the Travel Cost Approach

Models found in recreation literature are not all of the standard linear
reduced from.

Works by researchers such a Burt and Brewer (1971,1974)

are considered by Dwyer, Kelly, and Bowes (1977) and others as significant
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advances in travel cost methodology.

Their work, as illustrated below, places

specific emphasis on the effects of existing and proposed sites on the
recreation use and benefits at every other site in the specified region.

Burt and Brewer's model has been used to estimate the recreation benefits
of four proposed reservoir sites;

three near the metropolitan area of St.

Louis and one, the Pattonsburg reservoir, in the vicinity of Kansas City.
Data was collected by direct interview from 2,000 Missouri households.
information included:

1) the number of days spent at specific water-based

recreation sites in 1966;
of the trip;

The

2) expenditures which occurred on and as a result

3) the mileage driven on each trip;

and 4) family income.

The

sites identified by the respondent were grouped into 5 categories based on
facility type and site quality. For example, several of the five categories
are Lake of the Ozarks and Rivers of the Ozark Mountain area.
behind these categoires defines their purpose;

The assumption

it is assumed that the sites

within a class are perfect substitutes for each other.

Sites in different

categories are considered different types of commodities.

A demand equation was derived for each commodity or category utilizing
individual households as the unit of observation.

Per capita visitation from

origin i to site j (where j=1, •• ,5) is assumed to be the function of the cost
of travel to site

j

and the nearest site in the remaining four categories.
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For example, the equation for the Lake of the Ozarks category is:
Qi2 = .7218

+

.013 Pi1 - .0388 Pi2 + .0301 Pi3 + .0108 Pi4

- .012 Pi5 + .078 Vi
where Pik represents the trip cost of individual i to reach the nearest
site of type k (where k

= categories 1 to 5). Qi2 represents the number of

visits to Lake of the Ozarks by individual i and Vi is that individuals income.

Estimation of these equations was performed jointly using an iterative
generalized least squares procedure.

This procedure, as well as the

representation of each category in every equation, was necessary to
reflect the interdependence between the recreation use at a particular
site and the price of other sites which may act as substitutes.

According

to Burt and Brewer, the development of a new site will change the minimum
distance that portions of the population must travel in order to consume
services from the category of sites in which the development fits.

Thus an

investment in a recreation site will change the price vector faced by some
segment of the user population, and may result in varying use patterns
between sites and categories.

To test this theory, Burt and Brewer used the demand equations they derived
to estimate the annual recreation benefits at Pattonsburg with and without
the construction of the proposed Smithsville reservoir.

The method they

used to determine these benefits varies from the usual.

According to Dwyer,

Kelly, and Bowes (1977), they constructed a first stage demand curve with
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the number of visits per individual opposite the origin distance.

The

consumer surplus' of the average individual at each origin was determined
using the curves, and the calculated surplus or benefit was summed over all
individuals.

Assuming Smithsville was constructed, Pattonsburg would

produce $730,000

in recreation benefits annually.

Smithsville, the benefits are large at $1,200,000.
holds.

In contrast, without
It appears their theory

The change in price vectors, as reflected by the location and thus

the cost of reaching the proposed Smithsville, resulted in a decrease in use
and benefits at Pattonsburg.

The visitation and benefit estimates which result from Clawson and Knetsch's
single site approach portrays an upward bias in comparision with Burt and
Brewer's results.

Burt and Brewer state:

"A single, independent recreation site is rarely found, and
applications have merely assumed independence to permit
estimation of a value for the development. If services
emanating from various outdoor recreation sites are competitive
among one another in an aggregate sense, such applications
(single-site) will yield estimated values that are biased
upwards. One would expect the bias to be great when closely
substitutable source of recreation are near the site being
evaluated." (Burt and Brewer, 1971, p.819)

The regional model, as presented earlier, combats this upward bias through
the introduction of a variable which represents the substitutes available
to the resident of a particular origin.

In the model of Knetsch, Brown and

Hansen, the development of a new site in close proximity to a segment of the
user population may result in a larger substitute index for nearby existing
sites.

As a result, the equation would properly predict decreased visitation
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rates at these sites in response to the new site.

Both models appear to

achieve the same general end, although Knetsch, Brown and Hansen use only a
representation of the competitive relationship.

Burt and Brewer, however, do

not recognize the effect of user or site characteristics which may alter the
response of an individual to recreation site price.

Resource Supply Characteristics

The travel cost approach primarily emphasizes the location and availability
of existing and proposed recreation sites, rather than the specific
characteristics of the sites which attract use.

As previously mentioned,

an attractiveness index is often used, however this index is usually
to represent all the characteristics of the site and their quality
via a surrogate variable.

Several studies, however, indicate that specific

resource characteristics have significant effect on the distances or costs
users will incur to consume a particular recreation experience.

As suggested earlier, recreation opportunities are the result of the
recreation site.

Management actions modify the physical resource to produce

opportunities and enable vistors to create desired experiences.

The resource

then is a primary component in the creation of recreation opportunities.
Seneca and Cicchetti (1969) emphasized this point at a much earlier date.
They indicate that recreation visits, as the output of a site, have an
empirical relation to the physical size and characteristics of the recreation
area.

Utilizing data from a cross section of 154 outdoor recreation sites in
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the Applachian Region, they formulated a prediction equation based solely on
supply charcteristics.

Total recreation visits at site

j

were determined to

be a function of land acres, water acres, parking places, site fees, and the
possibility ,of swimming.

The equation explained approximately 73% of the

variation in the data.

Paul F. McConnell (1977) authored an article describing a study in Arizona
which also placed principle emphasis on supply characteristics.

The study

area included 130 developed sites and 340 undeveloped sites on 5 National
Forests and 2 Indian reservations in central Arizona.

Many resource

variables were inventoried, but the use of factor analysis reduced the number
to the following:

1) travel time to the site; 2) general site development;

3) special features;

4) climatic suitability;

fishing and other water sports.

and 5) lake and stream

Recreation use from the Phoenix area was

predicted with an R2 correlation of 0.92.

General development, climatic

suitability, and lake and stream sports were the best variables for
prediction.

According to McConnell, this supply information is valuable for management
questions being posed on Arizona watersheds.

For example, will moderate

vegetation manipulation (for water yield improvement) in ponderosa pine and
brush vegetation types affect recreation use in either a positive or negative
way?

The supply information provides the answer; no effects are anticipated.
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These are the types of questions posed in recreation management.

Planners

often desire to assess the effects of management changes on use at a
recreation site.

It would prove well to

include resource characteristics in

prediction models to enable the determination of such effects, as well as
their economic value.

CHAPTER IV
METHODOLOGY AND EMPIRICAL RESULTS

As outlined in the Introduction, the analysis of the recreational potential
and the subsequent benefits to be associated with Deer Creek Reservoir is a
four stage process.
Chapter.

Three of the four stages will be explained in this

The first task is the development of a regional use estimation model

using state park visitor information.

This model then is incorporated into a

benefit estimation computer program which assesses future recreation use and
derives the net benefits associated with this use for all reservoirs in the
study area, including Deer Creek.

The third step involves using the projected

use estimates to determine the capability of existing recreation resources to
meet current and future recreation needs.

This is necessary to determine the

recreational need for Deer Creek. If excess capacity generally exists
throughout the study area, the benefits flowing to Deer Creek could be
substantially reduced.

Regional Use Estimation Model

The theory behind use estimation models is that recreation use at new and
existing recreation sites may be predicted based on variables such as the
distance a user must travel to the site, the physical characteristics of the
existing recreation sites, socioeconomic characteristics of the user, and the
competitive relationship between sites (Brown and Hansen, 1974; Knetsch,
1963).

Such a model or equation solves for visits per capita by user origin and
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site of destination.

To determine the total use by site or reservoir, each visit

per capita ratio is multiplied by the population of the respective origin
(usually county) and visits are added across all origins.

Many complicated

derivations of this equation type are evident in current literature.
However, for the Deer Creek Study, a relatively standard version of the model
was created following examples of Brown and Hansen of the Army Corps of
Engineers.
Data Preparation

To create the model, a number of existing reservoirs exhibiting a variety of
characteristics had to be selected.

This selection was determined by the

visitor use information available from the Wyoming State Parks 1981 Visitor
Use Survey.

The parks included are Seminoe, Boysen, Glendo, Guernsey, and

Curt Gowdy.

Keyhole State Park was not included as the high local visitation

is uncharacteristic of many sites in the state.

The visitor use information,

which was derived from a sample of park users, was separated by park, and
then by camping and day type use.

It was determined that separate day use

and camping or overnight equations should be created.

Day users may come

from counties of close proximity and may be attracted to the reservoir
because of its location, rather than its other characteristics.

Overnight

users may come from counties located at a greater distance from the reservoir
and use the reservoir due to specific attributes. In most cases, the camper
may have a larger number of opportunities available to him as he is willing
to drive a greater distance to use a site.

Therefore, pooling the data for

the different types of trips is conceptually inappropriate.

Both categories,
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however, predict use for a variety of activities.

These include picnicking,

reservoir fishing, waterskiing, and many others.

The next step involved selecting the primary destination use from the camping
and day use at each reservoir.

The travel cost approach dictates that the

distance traveled by a user be incurred solely to visit one site.

For

example, a resident of Colorado staying at Boysen must have indicated
that Boysen was their intended destination.

It is assumed that primary

destination use and non-primary destination use are similar in characteristics.
This is done so that benefit estimates for primary destination users will be
applicable to non-primary purpose users.

Although this assumption may not hold

and a bias may result, this is the best means of dealing with the division of
willingness to pay (Gibbs, 1983).

The other alternative is to assign a certain

portion of the total benefits of a multi-destination trip to each particular
destination.

This approach is not well-documented and thus was not used.

A computer frequency run was done on all primary destination use by
state park to determine the point of origination of each user.
the survey sample, the

genera~

According to

region of use encompasses all of Wyoming and

portions of Colorado, Nebraska, South Dakota, and Montana.

Between 4% and 12%

of the primary destination use by park came from outside this region.

However

it was felt that this small percentage of use from very distance origins
would cause problems (such as excessive heteroskedascity) in deriving the
model.

To be conservative, this use was not included in the model formulation.

The identified region was broken down by county within Wyoming and by groups
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of counties in the remaining states.
are listed in Appendix A.
county however.

The counties and their 1980 populations

Each state park did not receive use from each

It was necessary to examine the frequency runs to determine

those counties which provided a majority of the use at each park.

These

identified counties compose the market area for the reservoir in question.
Some counties with zero visitation were included as they fell between a
county with positive visitation and the recreation site.

A separate market

was established for both camping and day use when the data so dictated.
Market areas by park are illustrated in Appendix B.

The next step was the aggregation of the surveyed visitors by county within
the market area. (All visits occurred between May and October 1981).

Use from

Colorado and Nebraska was allocated by county based on the distribution
in the 1982 Expenditure Study.

This was necessary as the origin of use by

county was not listed for states, other than Wyoming, in the 1981 survey.
The number of surveyed visitors from each county was then expanded to represent
the approximate number of visitors which came from each county to the park in
question during the 1981 use season.

For example, if 10 visitors out of the

100 (hypothetical) sampled at Glendo were from Platte County and the total
1981 visitor count at Glendo was 50,000, then the total number of visitors
from Platte County in 1981 was assumed to be 5000.

Finally, this estimated number of visitors per county was divided by the
county population to determine visitors per capita.

The largest population

center within each county was located and the distance between each center
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and each reservoir was measured.

Each distance functions as a representation

of the average distance a user from the associated county must travel one-way
to reach the park in question.

A list of the cities chosen by county may

also be found in Appendix A.
Variable Selection

To predict visitors per capita, a logical mathematical relationship must
be established between the factors which instigate use and the amount of use
which actually results.

For example, a premise of the travel cost model is

that use will decrease as the distance between a site and any origin is
increased.

If the data supports this premise, a significant statistical

relationship (high R2 and t value) will be evident between visitors per
capita and some function of distance.

Variables tested for statistical

significance in this study included several distance functions, the surface
acreage of the 5 reservoirs, the land acreage in each park, the number of
campsites or picnic units within each park, and a substitute variable.
Similar variables were tested in Brown and Hansen's study (1974).

Surface acreage, land acreage, and picnic/campsites were tested as
representatives of the physical attributes of a reservoir which may attract
use.

For example, a large reservoir with a number of campsites would be

expected to attract more visitors than a smaller reservoir.

The substitute

variable was derived to measure the competitive relationship between
reservoirs and to ensure that the effect of competing recreation sites is
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accounted for in estimating use at a proposed site.

The substitute

reservoirs available to the users of a state park reservoir were represented
by a gravity variable of the following form:
Sij

=~ + nf~

k=1

where

1n ak
dik

)2.

for all

In ak
dik

>

1n a·J

1 denotes the county of origin, k denotes one of the n substitute sites

i' ak is a measure of substitute k's attributes,
and dik is the distance between county i and substitute k. The reservoir for

available to the users in

which the index is being compiled is represented by

I.

The objective of the substitute index is to measure the attributes, represented
by surface acreage, of each substitute reservoir and the reservoirs location in
relation to county of origin.

Notice, however, that only those substitutes

which are more attractive than the project in question contribute to the index.
The ratio of the natural logarithm of surface acreage to the distance between the
reservoir and county of origin is used to measure attractiveness.

This

logarithm implies that the effect of surface acreage on the attractiveness of
a substitute increases, but at a decreasing rate, with an increase in surface
acreage (Brown and Hansen, 1974).

For an example of the substitute index, consider residents of Natrona County
who visit Boysen.

The ratio of the 1n of surface acreage to distance (from

Natrona) for Boysen is 0.085913.

The ratios for Deer Creek, Seminoe, and

Alcova are 0.302, 0.1417, and 0.206.

All are greater than Boysen and hence are
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viable substitutes for people from Natrona County who use Boysen Reservoir.
All such ratios are summed and included in the index.

Appendix C contains

a listing of those reservoirs considered as substitutes sites in the multi-state
study area.
Model Formulation

The forementioned variables were transformed and combined to best describe
the existing pattern of recreation use.

Stepwise linear regression was used

to determine those variables having the highest simple correlation with
visitors per capita.

Correlation tables yielded similar information.

Variables which correlated highly with visitors per capita were then
introduced into a multi-variable equation using multiple regression.
adequate predictive equation was to fulfill several criterion:

An

the t value

on each variable must be statistically significant at standard levels, as
should the F value for the entire equation.

All chosen variables and the

signs on the respective regression coefficients must be logical in terms of
explaining recreation use and consistent with theory.

A spurious correlation

could exist between visitors per capita and a particular variable in a
mathematical sense, however if the same relationship is not observable in the
field the predictive capabilities of the variable must be doubted.

Based on this criteria, the final models selected for camping and day use
prediction are as follows:
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CAMPING:

Vij
~

= -.16134346E-01
+

Vij
Pi

(6.344)

* Dij)-l

.39383507E-01 (Aj/Dij)
(10.195)
F -

DAY USE:

+ 3.7640620 (S ij 2

test

= 110.11

- - .29726174E-01 + 7.3151152 (Dij)-l
(8. 48)
- .15547475 (Si/Dij)
(2.68)
test = 25.4

F -

= The number of visitors per capita from origin i

WHERE:

recreating at reservoir (park) j

= The one way distance between origin i and reservoir j
= The competing recreation opportunities available to
visitors from origin i who have visited reservoir j

A'J

= The number of campsites at reservoir j

A basic assupmtion of each equation is that visitors per capita decreases
as distance increases.

This is a primary premise of the travel cost model

and necessary to estimate recreation benefits.
distance is increased by

orig~n

Take note, also that as

or county (to represent increasing price) the

origin substitute and campsite variables are held constant.

To illustrate the

mechanism of the equation, assign the value of 2 to Sij2 and 10 to Aj.
Assume that the distance from an origin is increased from 10 miles to 30
miles in 10 mile increments.

At 10 miles (S ij 2 * Dij)-l equals 0.05 and

(Aj/Dij) equals 1 resulting in 0.2115 visitors per capita.
(S ij 2

At 20 miles

* Dij)-1 equals 0.025 and (Aj/Dij) equals 0.50. The visitors per
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capita rate is 0.0977, lower than that at 10 miles.

Finally, if the same

process is performed at thirty miles the visitors per capita is 0.0597.
As a result, both the visitors per capita curve and second stage demand curve
will be downward sloping.

Although it is not discussed here, these equations are a result of a weighted
regression.

The weight, represented by the square root of the population of

origin i, was necessary to ensure that the total visits (summed across all five
reservoirs) predicted by the model were equal to the total number of visits
which occurred in 1981.

Bowes and Loomis (1980) explained the use of this

unusual weight in an article presented in Land Economics.

According to Bowes

and Loomis, ordinary least squares does not lead to desirable estimates of
per capita demand curves when population is unevenly distributed around the
sites in question.

For example, the population surrounding Denver amounts to

approximately one million people, whereas the populations in some Wyoming
counties are significantly smaller.

In some cases Denver is located the same

distance from a reservoir as are these counties.
of heteroskedascity.

This results in the problem

Specifically, the larger the population of the county

of origin, the smaller the variance of the visits per capita variable.

The

introduction of the population weight equalizes the decreasing variance of
the error estimate as population and distance increase, thus eliminating
this problem.

The resulting summary statistics for both equations are reasonable.

The

coefficient of determination, R2, adjusted for the number of variables in the
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equation is 0.775 for the camping model and 0.617 for the day use model.
This coefficient indicates that the regression equation explains 77% and 61%,
respectively, of the changes in visitors per capita.

According to Walsh

(1983), empirical demand equations with R2 values of 0.50 and above are quite
acceptable.

In this case, the high R21 s may be attributable to the aggrega-

tion and averaging of data by county.

Assuming a 99 percent significance level, the value from the F table for the
camping equation is approximately 4.04.

The actual F value for this same

equation is significantly greater than the table value indicating that the
null hypothesis (that BO

= B1 = B2 = 0)

should be rejected.

Similarly, at

the same significance level, the overall F value for the day use equation is
25.4 and the table value is 4.32.

Once again the null hypothesis should be

rejected.

The contribution of each variable in the prediction of visitors per capita
can be determined through a t-test.

The numbers in parenthesis below the

coefficients in the two equations are t values.

The variable contributes to

the model, assuming the inclusion of any variable introduced earlier, if the
null hypothesis of B1 = 0 may be rejected.

The t table value, at a 99 percent

significance level, is 2.423 for the camping equation and 2.37 for the day use
equation.

All variables in both models exceed these values indicating the

null hypothesis may be rejected in both cases.
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Finally, an examination of the residuals associated with both equations
indicated no unusual pattern.

A slight narrowing of the residual plot as

distance (and hence population) increased indicated some heteroskedascity may
still exist.

This is a function of the data aggregation and may not be

altered by further weights or data transformations.
significantly reduced the initial problem.

The population weight

Another potential problem,

depending upon the interpretation of the individual, relates to the
correlation between the variables in the day use equation.

The inverse of

distance correlates highly with the substitute variable if the population
weight is added.

Attempts were made to alleviate this correlation, however

they were unsuccessful as the resulting equations predicted inaccurately.
As a result, the existing equation was maintained.

A statement from a New York

study performed by Kalter and Gosse (1969) supports this action.
" •.•• regression yields extimates of the net relation between the dependent
variable and each of a set of intercorrelated variables. If, in the
future, the multicollinearity is expected to continue at about the same
level, then the intercorrelations may not distort the results
significantly". (Kalter and Gosse, 1969, pp.9-10)
Use and Benefit Estimation Program

Recreation use estimates

wer~

calculated for Deer Creek and surrounding

reservoirs by applying a FORTRAN-based computer routine to the pre-constructed
use estimation equations.

From the use estimates, a site demand curve was

constructed and benefits were measured.

The program used by the Recreation

Commission was borrowed from the United States Forest Service.

Dennis Donnelly,

a researcher with the Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment Station in
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Fort Collins, created the program and graciously provided the Commission
with its content.

The program code is not included in the appendix.

Those

interested in viewing the program may contact the Recreation Commission.
Potential program users should contact Dennis Donnelly.
Data and Model Preparation

To determine use and benefits, the day use and camping prediction models
were integrated into a subroutine within the Forest Service program.

The

mechanism of the program then manipulated these equations in conjunction with
various data files fo forecast use and benefits with and without the addition
of Deer Creek.

The information compiled or readjusted for the benefit program was dictated
by the region which Deer Creek would potentially effect.

Of primary concern

were those reservoirs which might experience a loss of use due to Deer
Creek.

These reservoirs were identified as the five sites used to

develop the prediction model - Glendo, Guernsey, Seminoe, Curt Gowdy,
and Boysen - as well as Pathfinder and Alcova.

(The market area areas for

Pathfinder and Alcova are similar to that of Seminoe).

Other smaller reser-

voirs were not included as little to no information was available on current
use patterns.

Without this information, it would be difficult to assess the

effects of Deer Creek.

The seven just mentioned are the largest, most

heavily used reservoirs in the region and should receive the largest
impacts.
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The assessment of these impacts involved changes in the substitute index
explained earlier.

To determine the competitive relationship between

Deer Creek and each of the other sites, the existence of Deer Creek had to
be realized in this substitute index.

The index increased for a particular

site if Deer Creek was a viable substitute.

In such cases, future use of

existing sites would be greater if Deer Creek was not built.

That is, a

portion of Deer Creek's use will likely come at the expense of existing sites.

Population projections were also compiled to estimate future use, benefits and
impacts.

As the use prediction model determines visitors per capita,

accurate estimates of future population levels are extremely important.

Ten

year averages for each county in the market area of Deer Creek and the seven
surrounding reservoirs were obtained from the Dept. of Administration and Fiscal
Control, Research and Statistics Department.
1980 to 2030, resulting in five

The time of analysis was from

ten year averages per county.

per county varied depending on projected trends.
were obtained for Colorado and Nebraska.

The growth

Similar projection figures

However, as use was minimal from

Montana and South Dakota, existing populations were used.

Out-of-state

figures were obtained from Bureau of Census reports and individual state
statistics departments.
Final Use Predictions

The first runs of the benefit program revealed a problem with the camping
prediction equation.

The statistical properties of a weighted model are
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such that it may over-predict for some reservoirs and then compensate for
this by predicting a negative number of visits at other reservoirs.

This

particular equation predicts the total primary destination visits for the
system of reservoirs (Glendo, Guernsey, Seminoe, Boysen, Curt Gowdy) correctly,
however on a park basis the majority of the negative visits were estimated
to Seminoe.

As a result, total visits at Seminoe were negative, indicating

the model may be underspecified.

To alleviate these high negative predictions at Seminoe and the threat of
similar predictions at Deer Creek, all negative visitor per capita predictions were set equal to zero.

This resulted in the model over predicting

total visits at some reservoirs.

As

~

result, a simple adjustment was used to

decrease over-predictions as well as increase under-predictions, and
account for the benefits of non-primary destination use.

Total predicted

visits by park (camping and day use) were divided by total actual use in 1981.
This resulted in a percentage figure indicative of the extent of the over or
under prediction, and the amount of non-primary destination use not included
in the predictions.
actual use, and the

Table 1 indicates the predicted use, primary destination use,
adjustme~t

percentage.

All reservoir use estimates produced

by the model were reduced or increased using the proper percentage.

The benefit program was run with each of five ten year population averages,
distance and the adjusted substitute indices.
necessary

adjustments are listed in Table 2.

The results of tnese runs with the
Recreation use estimates at each

reservoir and Deer Creek are listed for 1990, 2000, 2010, and 2020.

The
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TABLE 1
DETERMINATION OF USE/BENEFIT ADJUSTMENT FIGURES

Pred i cted
Camping And
Day Use

Total Primary
Destination Use

*Actua 1
Total Use

**Percentage
Of Total Use

BOYSEN

28548

42100

81182

35%

CURT GOWDY

87174

49519

67012

130%

GLENDO

81224

54193

73558

110%

GUERNSEY

54678

55633

68325

80%

SEMINOE

11636

4611

7012

166%

PATHFINDER

15904

39413

40%

ALCOVA

34056

131917

26%

* Actual total use is primary destination and non-primary destination use
** Percentage of total use represents predicted camping use plus predicted
day use divided by actual total use.
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TABLE 2
ADJUSTED TOTAL USE
1981
W/Out OS

WIDC

1990

1990
W/Out DC

1990
Physical
DisQlacement

Boysen

81182

97214

97925

- 711

Curt Gowdy

67012

81750

81780

-

Glendo

73558

88256

Guernsey

68325

Seminoe

STATE PARK

2000
Physical
DisQlacement

121365

30

98333

98366

88642

- 386

104345

104824

- 479

80417

80677

- 260

93525

93830

- 305

7012

8069

8392

- 323

9662

10060

- 398

39413

48637

48827

- 190

59815

60032

- 217

131917

160880

162400

-1520

198661

200446

-1805

688943

(-4124)

Deer Creek
TOTAL
VI SITORS

2000
W/Out DC

120477

Pathfinder
Alcova

2000

WIDC

607361

2010

-

32

51742

42138
468419

- 888

568643

(-3420)

736560

2020

2020
W/Out De

2020
Physical
DisQlacement

WIDe

2010
W/Out DC

2010
Physical
DisQlacement

Boysen

142945

144040

-1095

174956

176308

-1352

Curt Gowdy

116479

116513

-

34

129022

129057

-

Glendo

121460

122057

- 597

131209

131950

- 741

Guernsey

107188

107548

- 360

113402

113828

- 426

Semi noe

11586

12080

- 494

13914

14527

-613

Pathfi nder

73620

73870

- 250

90675

90965

- 290

244496

246776

-2280

296975

299776

-2801

956411

(-6258)

STATE PARK

Alcova
Deer Creek
TOTAL VISITORS
\oI/Out

= Without

63612
881386

wIDe

35

78288
822884

8C = Deer Creek

(-5110)
WI = With

1028441
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"W/DC" columns list estimates assuming Deer Creek is built.

Similarly, the

"W/Out DC" columns represent use at these parks if Deer Creek is not built.
The physical displacement represents the recreation use being drawn from the
park in question to Deer Creek.

These values are in terms of number of

visitors.

A cursory glance indicates that substantial numbers of visitors are not
being pulled away from existing sites to Deer Creek.
is only as accurate as the model.

However, this result

The substitute index may not adequately

explain the relationship between the reservoirs.

For example, in the day

use equation the substitute variable only increases the R2 by .059.

This

author feels Deer Creek would pull substantially more use from reservoirs
such as Alcova and Boysen if Deer Creek was built.

Dear Creek itself is expected to receive a low amount of use in comparison
to the other reservoirs.

This is directly related to the number of camp-

sites input into the model for Deer Creek.

The primary variable in the camping

use prediction equation is the number of campsites divided by distance.

Fifty

sites is a low estimate if compared to other parks, and expectedly the
equation predicted a low amount of use.

Increase the number of sites and

the amount of use predicted will probably increase also.
teristic of the model must be handled carefully.

This charac-

The physical aspects of

new projects such as Deer Creek must be seriously considered when determining
the number of campsites to be put in the model.

Fifty sites appeared to be a
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conservative suggestion and an appropriate starting point for estimating
benefits at Deer Creek.

This will be discussed in the following chapter.

Finally, the low amount of use is a result of the small number of counties
contributing to that use.

The potential market area was felt to be much

larger than indicated by the use and benefit model.

The major

contri~utors

to each Deer Creek use total in Table 2 are Natrona, Converse, Niobrara,
Platte, Goshen, Campbell, Johnson and Weston counties.

Natrona County

citizens will compose the largest segment of the user population.

No out-

of-state use is expected due to the small size of the reservoir.
Initial Benefit Estimates

The mechanics of building a demand curve to estimate the net benefits of a
park is relatively straight-forward.

The primary assumption is that user

travel costs are a proxy for the price or cost of using a recreation
site.

People are assumed to react to an increase in travel costs in the

same fashion as an increase in site fees.

As travel costs increase, use

decreases resulting in a downward-sloping demand curve.

In the benefit estimation program, increases in travel cost are duplicated
by incrementally increasing the distance between the park and each origin.
In this study, an increment of 20 miles was used.

For example, the distance

between Boysen and Casper is approximately 115 miles.

The first 20 miles

increment would raise this distance to 135, the second to 155, and so on.
Each incremented mileage is then entered into the use prediction equations
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(the remaining variables held constant), resulting in a gradual decrease in
visitors by origin.

At each increment, visits are added across all counties

of origin (day use and camping) to determine the total use at that distance
increment.

Total use versus the distance increment represents one point on

the site demand curve.

Counties which produce zero or negative use predictions

are excluded from successive increments.

Eventually, zero or negative visits are

produced for all counties and the demand curve intersects the y axis.

At this

point the demand curve for the site has been constructed.

The next step is to determine the travel cost or price associated with each successive distance increment.
CPVM
Where:

VCM
= -I-

CPVM
VCM
I

TC
S

This is accomplished using the following formula:

=
=
=
=
=

+

TC

S

cost per person per vehicle mile
cost to run vehicle per mile
average number of individuals in vehicle
time cost per person
average speed vehicle travels

This equation, when doubled and multiplied times the one-way distance a user
travels, results in the round-trip travel cost for that user.
the average travel cost per visitor per mile was $0.1014.
ment represented a $2.03 increase in travel costs.

For this study,

Each 20 mile incre-

The figures used to derive

these values included an average per mile vehicle cost of $0.135 (Dep't of
Transportation, 1982) and an average of 3 passengers per vehicle.

Time costs

to the user were $2.82 which represents one-third of the average hourly wage
rate in Wyoming.

The wage rate was obtained from the Wyoming Department

of Labor and Statistics.

This procedure of accounting for the value
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of time in travel is documented by Cesario (1976).

Finally, average speed per

vehicle in Wyoming was estimated at 50 miles per hour.

Time costs are initially

on an hourly basis and must be divided by 50 to reflect time cost per mile.

Figure 2 presents an example of a demand curve constructed by the program.
The final step is to geometrically measure the area under the curve.

Table 3

lists the annual dollar value of this net benefit for each reservoir including
Deer Creek.

The format of the table is identical to that of Table 2.

note however, these values (for all years) are in 1982 dollars.

Please

An

inflationary adjustment was not made at this point, as the table was only
constructed for comparison purposes.

Additionally, all initial benefits were

adjusted in the same fashion as the use predictions.

This was necessary as

over or under use predictions result in inaccurate benefit estimates.
benefits in Table 3 have been adjusted including Deer Creek.
c~aracteristics

All

As it shares

similar to Curt Gowdy in size, number of campsites, and

location, the Deer Creek benefit was reduced the same percentage as Curt
Gowdy.

The existing reservoir producing the highest annual net benefits in each ten
year period is Alcova, followed closely by Glendo and Boysen.
receives a much lower benefit.

Deer Creek

In real terms, Deer Creek produces an average

of $346,042 in annual net benefits from 1990 to 1999, $425,696 annually from
2000 to 2009, $524,226 annually from 2010 to 2019, and $646,142
2020 to 2029.

~nnua11y

from

However, in each of these periods, a portion of this benefit

must be subtracted to reflect the value of the use detracted from the existing
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Figure 2.

Second-stage demand curve for camping at Deer Creek in 1990
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TABLE 3
ADJUSTED TOTAL BENEFITS
(In 1982 Dollars)

STATE PARK

1981
W/Out DC

1990
W/DC

1990
W/Out DC

2000
W/DC

2000
W/Out DC

1311536

1329810

-18274

364

771252

771634

- 382

1990
Physical
Diselacement

2000
Physical
Diselacement

Boysen

894916

1060034

1074856

Curt Gowdy

526862

640772

641136

1020988 1225022

1233108

- 8068

1454484

1464566

-10082

Glendo

-14822

-

Guernsey

734722

864386

870176

- 5790

1008684

1015526

- 6842

Semi noe

68862

78220

82238

- 4018

93372

98366

- 4994

345950

422240

424244

- 2004

518560

520870

- 2310

1102092

1350430

1371584

-21154

1670392

1694114

-23722

6894886

(-66606)

Pathfinder
Alcova
Deer Creek
TOTAL NET
BENEFITS

346042

4694402

5987146

425696

5697342

2010
W/DC

2010
W/Out DC

1556914

1579468

916170

Glendo

(-56220)

7253976

2020
Physical
Diselacement

2020
WIDe

2020
W/Out DC

-22554

1903394

1931240

-27846

916578

- 408

1024444

1024874

-

1697270

1709868

-12598

1827738

1843260

-15522

Guernsey

1160382

1168562

- 8100

1235224

1244826

- 9602

Semi noe

111632

117814

- 6182

133668

141382

- 7714

Pathfi nder

637364

640014

- 2650

783994

787040

- 3046

2066384

2097892

-31508

2553630

2592138

-38508

9564760

(-102668)

STATE PARK
Boysen
Curt Gowdy

A1cova
Deer Creek

524226

TOTAL NET
BENEFITS

8670342

W/Out = Without

DC = Deer

2010
Physical
Diselacement

430

646142

8230116

(-84000)

ereek

WI = With

10108234
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reservoirs.

For example, from 1990 to 1999 approximately $56,220 in benefits

will be pulled from these seven competing sites.

Consequently, the $346,042

net benefit in this period must be reduced by $56,000 to approximately $290,000.
The average per visitor benefit for Deer Creek, without displacement costs,
ranges from $8.21 to $8.25.

With displacement cost included this range is

reduced to $7.48 to $7.54.

Assuming the average visitor stays only one day,

these averages could represent the additional amount per day a visitor is
willing to pay.

This procedure of subtracting benefits drawn from existing sites has been
debated by several researchers.

According to John Loomis (1984), the negative

effect of Deer Creek on the benefits of existing sites is accounted for through
the substitute index in the use estimating model.

Thus, from a theoretical

viewpoint, the original benefit estimate derived by the program should
represent the marginal benefit of Deer Creek.
however.

This theory is debatable

The purpose of a benefit-cost analysis is to determine the

marginal benefit of the new recreation site to society.
demand curve is

e~structed

Theoretically if a

for a system of recreation sites and a new site

such as Deer Creek is added to this system, the marginal price of using
these sites will drop.

The difference between the consumer suplus

associated with the original system of recreation sites and the consumer
surplus of the same system plus the new site should equal the consumer
surplus or total net willingness to pay attributable to the new site.
r

Refering to Table 3 and the 1990 total net benefits, the difference between
the two net benefit totals is $289,904.

This figure is approximately
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$56,200 less than the $346,042 benefits estimated for Deer Creek in 1990
prior to subtracting the displacement cost.

This discrepancy is explainable

if one notes the displacement cost or benefits drawn from existing sites to
Deer Creek is also approximately $56,000.

Thus, in this particular case, it

appears the displacement cost or transfer of benefits should be subtracted
from the initial Deer Creek benefit estimate.

A further analysis of the Deer Creek benefits will be presented in the next
chapter. The numbers will vary from these due to the application of inflation
and present net worth formulas.
Existing Recreation Resource Supply

Section 2.8.13 of Principles and Guidelines

states:

"Compute the project benefit as the difference between the gross
value of recreation use •.• and the value of recreation diminished
(by the project) ••• However, if excess capacity for ~ activity
exists ~ the study area, benefits are the user cost savings
plus the value of any qualitative differences in recreation ••• "
In other words, if excess capacity for particular activities exists in the
study area when Deer Creek is-built, round-trip travel cost may not be used to
determine user benefits.

Instead, net benefits represent the difference

between the cost of travel to Deer Creek and the same cost to a site of excess
capacity.
calculated.

This amount may be substantially less than the net benefits just
To examine the accuracy of these values, an evaluation of the

need for recreation capacity at Deer Creek must be performed.
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Future recreation needs may be estimated by comparing the present capacity (by
activity) at the seven existing sites in the area with anticipated future use.
The prediction equations provided estimates of use in coming years, however
capacity estimates were not available.

To combat this lack of information,

capacity formulas were provided by the Bureau of Reclamation.

These formulas

are listed in Appendix D.

Capacity was estimated at Glendo, Guernsey, Seminoe, Pathfinder, Alcova, Curt
Gowdy, and Boysen for picnicking, camping, and boating.

The provided formulas

estimated the maximum number of people which could be expected on a busy summer
weekend in each of the ten year periods.

This use was then broken down by

activity and turnover rates were estimated.

From these figures, the number of

picnic shelters, camping facilities, and surface acres of water needed for these
activities was determined for each period.

Table 4 illustrates what was needed

in 1981 and may bein greater need in 1990 when Deer Creek is planned for
development.

Faci1ty needs include 331 campsites to meet peak weekend use.
the anticipated excess of

s~rface

acreage could handle an additional

6,687 boats per day before reaching

dant.

In contrast,

capacity.

Picnic sites are also abun-

By 2020 this situation changes proportions.

shelters dwindles to a shortage of 168 sites.

The abundance of picnic

Camping sites will be in

even greater demand, resulting in the need for 945 additional sites.

Surface

acreage, however, continues to be in excess for pleasure boating, waterskiing,
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TABLE 4
PROJECTED RECREATION RESOURCE AND FACILITY NEEDS
RESERVOIR

Existing

Picnic Areas *
Campsites
**
Boating
***

Picnic Areas
Campsites
Boating

Need in 1981

Need in 1990

Shortages and
Excesses in 1990

28
137

2444

41
183
210

50
221
254

- 22
- 84
+2190

12
75
31

32
159
270

39
194
329

- 27
- 119
- 298

27
161
1545

32
236
934

39
284
1123

- 12
- 123

12
129
298

37
182
781

37
215
920

18
40
2535

2

3

27

32
133

GLENDO
Picnic Areas
Campsites
Boating

+

422

-

25

GUERNSEY
Picnic Areas
Campsites
Boating

+ 86
+ 622

SEMINOE
Picnic Areas
Campsites
Boating

113

+
+

15
8

+2402

PATHFINDER
Picnic Areas
Campsites
Boating

39

8

1678

36
210

97
107
312

133

o

9
43

+

30

-

43

92

+1586

ALCOVA
Picnic Areas
Campsites
Boating

31

446

38
163
549

59
- 56
- 237

+

*

A picnic area (1) is composed of a table and grill.
is optional.

**

A camp site is an area which has been used for overnight camping. Ideally each site
should include a table, grill and tent pad or trailer pull-in. Available drinking
water is desired.

*** This value

refl~cts

accommodate.

A shelter and access to water

the boats per day the surface acreage of the reservoir may
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and boat fishing.

This is to be expected given the vast amount of water

available in the study area.

The question is, then, how do these capacity figures effect the recreational
need for and benefits at Deer Creek? Given the lack of detailed information
regarding the water characteristics of Deer Creek and the simplicity of the
Bureau of Reclamation fomulas, it is difficult to answer this question for a
variety of reasons.

For example, the need for Deer Creek can be determined

from a variety of perspectives ranging from that of a municipality to the
state.

From a statewide perspective, a thorough recreation demand analysis

needs to be performed to determine where water-related facilities are most
needed.

A recent survey will provide an indication of this demand, however the

information is not available at present.
of the proposed reservoir are unknown.

Similarly, specific characteristics
Items such as the characteristics of

the reservoir shoreline, the proposed fluctuations in water levels throughout
the recreation use season, proposed minimum pool, the type and quality of
fishing, and the quality of access have yet to be established.

This information

may effect the magnitude of the benefits.

A cursory glance of the capacity information indicates that the proposed
surface acreage of Deer Creek, for activities such as boating, is really not
needed.

However, great need does remain for additional campsites and picnic

facilities, both of which may be provided at Deer Creek.

The 1981 survey

results indicate that the primary activities of visitors at water-based
state parks are relaxing, sightseeing, camping, and picnicking.

In general,
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more than 50% of all visitors engage in these activities.

Actual use of

the reservoirs, including activities such as shore fishing, boat fishing,
swimming, and pleasure boating, on average involve between 17% and 30% of
all visitors.

It appears the availability of indirect activities on site may

be of greater importance in determining the potential use at a new reservoir
than actual use of the water body itself.

Thus we may assume that if camping

and picnicking facilities are made available at Deer Creek, and severe access
or drawdown problems do not arise, recreation use (and benefits) will gravitate
to the site.

The accuracy of the benfits associated with this use will remain unknown
until the previously mentioned reservoir characteristics are outlined.
Until that time it will be assumed that a setting conducive to recreation,
particularly camping and picnicking, will exist at Deer Creek.

Thus, the

benefit estimates will be used as predicted for the purposes of this report.
A Level III study may reveal the benefits are lower than anticipated.

CHAPTER V
THE VALUE OF DEER CREEK

The primary purpose of this study has been to determine both the recreation
potential and recreation value of the proposed Deer Creek Reservoir.

Although

rough indications of each have surfaced earlier, it is the purpose of the
following sections to formalize the total dollar value of recreational use of
Deer Creek as well as to make preliminary recommendations as to development at
the site.

The present net worth or value of Deer Creek (from a recreation stand-point)
appears to be dependent on the type of development which is proposed, thus
suggestions on site development are being presented.

As was emphasized earlier,

the number of campsites at a reservoir is important in determining overnight
use at that reservoir.

Generally speaking, the greater the amount of use at a

reservoir the greater the recreation benefits.

As a result, low benefits may

be associated with minimal development and increased benefits with increased
development up to a reasonable level, beyond which benefits will fall.

Site

development must therefore be considered.

Present Worth of Benefits

The present value of benefits at Deer Creek was determined using a method
prescribed by the primary consultants on the project, R. W. Beck and Associates
of Seattle, Washington.

Contrary to methods prescribed in Principles and
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Guideline, the engineering feasibility study Beck prepared assumed a price
escalation rate of 6% per year.

Principles and Guidelines, section 1.4.10,

suggests using the level of prices prevailing during or immediately preceding
the period of analysis.

For this study, Beck's method was selected over the

other to ensure that the following results could be incorporated in the overall
project benefit-cost ratio.

Beck's firm also established the length of the period of analysis.
extends from 1989 to 2018.

The period

Justification for this decision was not provided.

For recreational purposes, the period is shortened by a year.

According to the

engineering report, there is a 6% chance the reservoir could be full in 1989.
If this occurred, recreation facilities could be constructed late summer or
fall of 1989 and begin attracting use the summer of 1990.

Development

specialists with the Recreation Commission indicate that, if the reservoir
did not fill, facility construction must be postponed.
campsites and the like, the shoreline must be known.

To properly place
Delayed construction as

well as below normal reservoir water levels results in fewer benefits.

For

example, if the maximum storage volume was obtained in 1995, the benefits
between 1990 and 1995 would most likely be substantitally reduced.

It is

important to note that the following estimates take a postive note;

they

assume recreation development will be complete in 1990.

Table 5 provides a detailed presentation of the dollar value of the annual
benefits of Deer Creek, the cost of displaced use attributable to Deer Creek,
and the annual present worth of the difference between the two.

In addition,
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TABLE 5
NET BENEFITS OF DEER CREEK

YEAR

Average
Real Net
Benefi t
(000' s)

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

346
346
346
346
346
346
346
346
346
346
425
425
425
425
425
425
425
425
425
425
524
524
524
524
524
524
524
524
524

Inflated
Inflated Displacement
Net Benefit
Cost
(000' s)
(000' s)
552
585
620
657
696
738
782
829
879
932
1215
1288
1365
1447
1534
1626
1724
1827
1937
2053
2680
2840
3011
3192
3383
3586
3801
4029
4271

29 Year Cumulative PW Benefits

90
95
101
107
113
120
127
135
143
151
190
202
214
226
240
254
270
286
303
321
429
455
482
451
542
575
609
646
684

Net Benefits
Adjusted For
Cost
(000' s)

PW
8i%
(000' s)

PW
10%
(000' s)

PW
12%
(000' s)

462
490
518
550
583
618
655
695
736
780
1025
1086
1152
1221
1294
1372
1454
1541
1634
1732
2250
2385
2528
2680
2841
3011
3192
3384
3587

426
416
406
397
388
379
370
362
353
345
418
408
399
390
381
372
363
355
347
339
406
396
387
378
370
361
353
345
337

420
405
390
376
362
349
336
324
312
301
359
346
334
321
310
299
288
277
267
257
304
293
282
272
262
253
243
235
226

412
390
369
350
331
313
296
281
265
251
295
279
264
250
236
224
212
200
190
180
208
197
187
177
167
158
150
142
134

10,944,888

All figures are rounded to the nearest thousand dollars (OOO's)
These are total benefits assuming no fee is charged at Deer Creek

9,003,588

7,107,690
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present net worth was estimated at three separate interest rates as the future
rate is unknown.

The average real benefits were taken from the adjusted Deer

Creek benefits listed in Table 3.

The total displacement cost per ten year

period, although not shown, was also taken from the table.

Both the benefits

and displacement costs were escalated by 6% a year to create the inflated
versions.

All original figures were expressed in 1982 dollars, hence the

amount each was escalated depended upon the year it was to be received or
incurred.

The formula used to escalate was of the standard form P(l + i)n,

where i is the interest rate and n equals the number of years.

Adjusted net benefits resulted from the difference between the inflated benefits and displacement costs.

As was explained earlier, displacement costs

represent the value of the use drawn from other reservoirs in the study area.
The benefits associated with this "displaced use" cannot be attributed to Deer
Creek as they existed prior to Deer Creek's existence.

This adjusted net was

then used to determine the discounted annual benefit.

Once again, a standard

formula, P(l + i)-n, was used to transform the future value to its present
worth.

The summation of each present value resulted in the 29 year cumulative

totals.

The three separate totals are $10,944,888 at 8i%, $9,003,588 at 10%,

and $7,107,690 at 12%.

Note the difference between the values.

The 8!% rate

puts much more emphasis on the future, indicating recreation users would prefer
to consume recreation opportunities at Deer Creek in the future rather than
today.

In contrast, the 12% rate suggests the opposite;

enjoy Deer Creek in the present (Howe, 1979)

user's would rather
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Proposed Development and Present Worth Costs

The annual use at Deer Creek in each ten year period was calculated assuming 50
campsites would be constructed in late 1989.

The estimation of facility

requirements, using the Bureau of Reclamation formulas, supported the need for
development of these sites.

In addition, 13 picnic sites are suggested.

Initially these facilities may be adequate, however in later years use estimates
indicate capacity at Deer Creek will be exceeded.

The purpose of the following

is to address only immediate needs.

Scott Vosler, Landscape Designer with the Recreation Commission, prepared a
series of graphical sketches suggesting the location of the facilities and the
grouping of sites.

Plate 1 provides a bird's eye view of these locations.

All initial or Phase I development would be constructed on the eastern side of
the reservoir, accessible only from the Mormon Canyon Road.

The west and south

sides, labeled as "potential recreation areas", are reserved for further phases
because of access problems.

Four camping areas, one picnic area, and a boat

release area are shown in Plate 1.
each camping area.

Appendix E contains a detailed drawing of

Note, however, these proposed locations as well as the

suggested number of facilities

are merely preliminary suggestions.

On-site

surveys would have to be conducted prior to a final decision on campsite
locations.

Table 6 presents the specific recreation items suggested for construction, or
purchase and placement, at Deer Creek.

Total cost, estimated in 1983 dollars,
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TABLE 6
1983 FACILITY COSTS

13 Picnic Sites
Item

Unit Number

Tables (In Place)
Grills (In Place)
Well (Drilling)
Handpump
Group Shelter
Gravel Parking Area
Gravel Road (24 I wide)
Barrier Posts
Playground Equipment
Restroom (Handicap accessible)

13
13

Unit Price
$ 500.00
150.00

1

1
1
7500 Sq.Ft.
100 L.F.
450 L.F.
1 Area
1

1.50/Sq.Ft.
15.00/L.F.
3.00/L.F.

Total Cost
$ 6,500.00
1,950.00
3,000.00
400.00
20,000.00
11,250.00
1,500.00
1,350.00
10,000.00
19,500.00
($75,450.00)

50 Camp Sites
Item

Unit Number

Tables (In Place)
50
Grills (In Place)
50
Well (Drilling)
2
Handpump
2
Gravel Parking Areas
20,000 Sq.Ft.
Gravel Road (24 I wide)
10,700 L.F.
Barrier Posts
6,500 L.F.
Restroom (Handicap accessible)
2
Restrooms
2
Boat Ramp (12 wide)
200 L.F.
Parking 25 car/trailer
15,000 L.F.
Barrier Posts
500 L.F.
1

Unit Price

Total Cost

$ 500.00
150.00
3,000.00
400.00
1.50/Sq.Ft.
15.00/L.F.
3.00/L.F.
19,500.00
17,000.00
180.00/L.F.
1. 501 Sq . Ft.
3.00/L.F.

$ 25,000.00
7,500.00
6,000.00
800.00
30,000.00
160,500.00
19,500.00
39,000.00
34,000.00
36,000.00
22,500.00
1,500.00
($382,300.00)

GRAND TOTAL

$457,750.00
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for all recreation development is $457,750;
$382,000 for the camping loops.

Costs not included in this estimate are

upgrading for the Mormon Creek Road.
was included in Beck's estimates.
substantially increase.

$75,450 for the picnic area and

It could not be ascertained if this cost

If not, the forementioned total would

Other potential costs include shade trees, privacy

plantings, lawn grasses and additional roads.

If a road was needed to the

opposite side 35 miles of gravel road would cost $2.8 million dollars today
and approximately $7.5 million in the year 2000.

Operation and Maintenance costs are another important consideration.

Gary

Thorson, State Parks Operations Head, estimated that at minimim $20,000 per
year (1983 dollars) would be required to maintain new roads and facilities at
Deer Creek.

This includes $5,000 for one six month position and approximately

$15,000 for items such as vehicles, equipment,and supplies.
based on 1983 costs at existing Wyoming State Parks.

These costs were

It was expressed that if

further facilities were constructed a full-time park superintendent would be
required as well as more maintenance services.

Such additions would further

increase the needed budget.

Applying the future value formula, the facility construction would result in a
one-time cost of $649,327.00 in 1989.

Operation and maintenance costs were

escalated to the appropriate year and then discounted to 1989.
inflation rate used to escalate was 6%.
summed, resulted in the following totals:

The annual

These adjusted annual costs, when
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Interest Rate

O&M-29-Year
Cumulative
Total
-----

8!%

$591,071

10%

$495,016

12%

$401,686

At 81% the present worth of facility construction and operation/maintenance
costs combined is $1,240,398.
$10,944,888.

At this same percentage actual benefits are

At this point there is a significant difference between benefits

and costs, however it must be stressed that the benefit figures may be
inappropriately high.

The possibility was discussed earlier.

Access and park land acquisition will not be discussed at this point.

It is

assumed that appropriate right-of-ways and land acquisition would be obtained
by the Water Development Commission.

Any leasing costs or acquisition costs

would further increase the forementioned recreation costs.

Wildlife-Related Recreation Costs

At present, no attempt has been initiated to measure the value of wildliferelated recreation gains or losses in the Deer Creek area.

Hunting activity

and stream-fishing appear to occur in the proposed reservoir area.
these costs must be measured and considered a negative benefit.
stream-fishing below the dam would be a positive benefit.

If so,

Increased

(Reservoir fishing
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is already included in benefit estimate).

At present, the Wyoming Game and

Fish Department is establishing a suitable methodology to measure these
benefits and costs.

When the methodology is complete, the analysis will be

applied to Deer Creek.

The recreation-related results must be included with the

benefits and costs presented in this paper.

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary

Past events in the recent history of Wyoming dictated the need for proper
recreation benefit evaluations of proposed Wyoming reservoirs.

As a result, a

Memorandum of Agreement was signed between the Wyoming Water Development
Commission and the Wyoming Recreation Commission in September 1983.

It was

agreed that evaluation procedures from the Water Resource Council document,
Economic and Environmental Principles and Guidelines for Water and Related Land
Resources Implementation Studies, would be used and the proposed Deer Creek
project near Casper would serve as a test case for the procedures.

The primary

objective of the test or study was to assess the recreational potential and
value of the Deer Creek reservoir.

Major emphasis was placed on determining the net willingness to pay of all the
potential Deer Creek visitors.

This willingness to pay for recreation

activities is equivalent to the net benefits associated with the site.

This

net benefit may be calculated for each year over the life of a project and
translated into the cumulative present worth of recreation benefits at Deer
Creek.

This present worth of recreation benefits, as well as costs, may then

be incorporated into the overall project benefit cost-ratio.

Such an

incorporation could ultimately help or hinder the economics of a water project.
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To achieve the above (i.e. determine recreation benefits), a multi-step process
was implemented.

Of the three methods .available in Principle and Guidelines,

the regional travel cost approach was chosen.

The availability of visitor

use surveys from the Wyoming State Parks, as well as the location of Deer
Creek, dictated this choice.

Additionally, this travel cost approach prevented

the need for another costly survey.

Using this approach, two use prediction

models were created and incorported in a travel cost benefit estimation program
borrowed from the Forest Service.

The prediction equations correlated existing

use at chosen sites with site characteristics, the distance each user traveled,
and the availability of substitutes.

Future use was estimated for the chosen

sites and Deer Creek using approximations of future county populations and site
characteristics.

From these estimations, the net benefits of Deer Creek were

assessed assuming travel cost was a proxy for the site price.

The result was

the annual real recreational value of Deer Creek for the years 1990 to 2018.

Each annual recreational value was escalated by 6% per year to account for
inflation and then discounted to 1989 using 3 different interest rates.
The summation of the yearly adjusted values resulted in a total present worth
benefit of $10,944,888 at 81%, $9,003,588 at 10%, and $7,107,690 at 12%.
However, it was emphasized that the realization of these benefits is dependent
upon a variety of factors such as reservoir drawdown and the amount of
recreation development put in at Deer Creek.

As a preliminary suggestion, 50

campsites and 13 picnic sites were recommended for construction in 1989.
Several factors may hinder this development and the reservoir characteristics;
if so, benefits may be substantially reduced.
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Costs associated with Deer Creek were of several types; the value of use which
could be drawn from existing reservoirs, the value of wildlife-related use
which may be displaced, and the construction and operation/maintenance costs of
the proposed facilities.

Those benefits drawn from other reservoirs were

subtracted from the annual benefit estimates prior to determining the present
worth.

Construction and maintenance costs, as well as the wildlife costs, were

not subtracted however.

The cumulative present net worth of construction costs

amounted to $649,327 in 1989.

Operation and maintenance costs were $591,071 at

8!%, $495,016 at 10%, and $701,686 at 12%.

All costs were figured in 1983,

escalated by 6% per year, and discounted to 1989.

Wildlife-related costs were not

included in the study, as a suitable methodology to measure these costs is not
available at this time.

Conclusions

Travel Cost Model

In general, usable recreation benefit and cost figures have been generated for
Deer Creek by the travel cost approach.

The figures may be easily incorporated

into the project benefit cost' ratio generated by the firm of Beck and
Associates.

However, the following paragraphs will discuss the various reali-

zations, and perhaps limitations, which must accompany their use.

Strong emphasis must be placed on the fact that a model is being used to
generate these recreation benefits.

Models do not duplicate reality, but
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rather serve to estimate the effect of changes in our environment.

For

example, the use prediction models described in the methodology chapter attempt
to estimate recreation use based on existing relationships.

The number of

campsites at a reservoir and the location of major population centers enable a
guess as to the total amount of use a reservoir may receive.

Applying this

model to existing sites, the resulting use predictions ranged from as much as
75% less to 66% more than the actual primary destination use observed per site.
The range is typical, but by no means do the use estimates actually attempt to
precisely duplicate reality.

A better representation may have been achieved if

all the variables which contributed to use had been identified.

Variables such

as reservoir drawdown appear to significantly effect use, however a manner of
quantifying this phenomena and including it in the model was not discovered.

Although_underspecified, the use prediction equation did contain a valuable
substitute variable which suggested that Deer Creek would interact with
existing reserviors.

In this case, the existence of many large reservoirs near

Deer Creek concerned the Recreation Commission.

Why build a new site if it was

going to attract the use populations currently visiting existing state parks?
According to suspicions, the substitute variable indicated some use would be
displaced from existing reservoirs to Deer Creek.
subtracted from the Deer Creek benefit.

The value of this use was

However, it could be speculated that

this displaced use may be the result of a lack of capacity at existing sites.
Similarly, quality differences between Deer Creek and the existing sltes could
also be responsible.

It may be that the value of displaced use should have

remained in the estimate.

If so, benefits may have increased.
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There are many other factors which may potentially effect the final benefit
estimates.

Foremost, as has been suggested several times, is the amount of

development offered at the site.

It appears that visitors enjoy camping and

picnicking and the more that is available the more use which occurs.

There is

no doubt, however, this relationship faces diminishing returns when the quality
of the visit is deteriorated by large number of visitors.
altered a bit by the distance visitors must travel.

This relationship is

For example, a reservoir

with 20 sites will receive more use from origins 25 miles away than 50 miles.
The distance detracts use.

In conjunction with site improvements, reservoir characteristics must be
reasonable. Periods of severe drawdown will prevent recreation use although
facilities may exist.
reservoir itself.

The primary attractant in using the site is the

Recreation users gravitate to attractive water bodies,

although as the survey indicates they may not use the reservoir other than for
aesthetic enjoyment.

A lack of fishing and boating possibilities or poor

access may also prevent use.

The point is, as has been mentioned many times,

that Deer Creek will not receive 7 to 10 million dollars in benefits without
facility development and acceptable reservoir characteristics.

To assume the

benefit without considering these points, and incurring the necessary costs,
would be totally incorrect.

Additionally, the use season at all state park reservoirs is
months.

appro~ifuately

5

Benefit estimates at Deer Creek were estimated on this assumption.

The Wyoming Game and Fish Department has suggested some closures may be placed
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on the reservoir area for wildlife concerns.

If so, and such enclosures occur

between May and October, benefits will be reduced.

Vehicle costs are another concern.

Professionals may vary in their opinions as

to the numbers which should be used to estimate travel cost, as well as the
manner of combining time and vehicle costs in the benefit model.

For example,

13¢ per mile was used as the average operation cost for a medium size vehicle in
1982.

Some studies have used costs near 20¢.

per mile vehicle cost by several cents.
between the two is over 40¢.

Such an estimate would raise the

By 20 mile increments, the difference

Similarly, varying wage scales will alter the

hourly time cost.

This, too, can effect the per mile cost and thus the final

benefit estimate.

As a result, conservative estimates of all variables in the

travel cost equation should be used and be justifiable.

The Recreational Need for and Value of Deer Creek

Although the benefits associated with Deer Creek are positive, one must
question whether dollars should be invested in recreational development at
Deer Creek.

Several different views exist - the view depending upon the

state agency and the agency's purpose.

Two agencies with varying positions

are the Wyoming Recreation Commission and the Wyoming Water Development
Commission.

From the perspective of the Recreation Commission, the overseer of the
Wyoming State Parks, the investment will provide additional water-related
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recreation opportunities in an area currently offering many such opportunities.
At present five major reservoirs exist within a one to two hour drive of the
proposed Deer Creek site and the towns of Casper, Glenrock, and Douglas.
Each of these reservoirs offer a variety of outdoor activities.

According to the facility and resource requirements, the water acreage to be
provided by Deer Creek is not needed for recreational purposes.

The lands

surrounding Deer Creek could be used, however, for much needed water-related
camping and picnic sites.

Such land acquisition may not be needed as develop-

ment potential exists at Seminoe, Glendo, and Guernsey.

Each of these parks

supports facilities, camping and/or picnic sites, park personnel, and
maintenance shops, as well as has capabilities for additional land develpment.
In terms of investment, it appears more sensible to build additional camping
and picnic sites at a park with existing personnel and maintenance equipment.

Further supporting this premise is the size of the reservoirs.

The surface

of the forementioned reservoirs are significantly large and currently
under-utilized.
restricted.

Additionally, the shorelines and surrounding lands are not

Thus, future needs may be reasonably met, perhaps at a lower

investment cost, at existing sites.

The Water Development Commission may dispute the previous viewpoint.

Their

primary objective is to develop water resources for municipal and agricultural
purposes.

The initation of recreation benefits estimation procedures was to

meet the demands of environmentalists and planners throughout the state, as
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well as to improve the cost-benefit ratio of proposed water projects.

On many

projects it is difficult to justify the cost of a reservoir based on water
benefits alone.

As a result, recreation benefits were considered.

Several problems arise however.

Recreation benefits are identified and used in the

ratio, but the facilities and operations to insure the benefits may not be
constructed or maintained.
example.

Hawk Springs in Southeastern Wyoming provides an

Benefits were estimated and facilities are to be constructed,

however operation and maintenance funds are not being supplied by the
legislature.
occur.

As a result, one could expect one of several scenarios to

The site could be left untended, resulting in slow deterioration,

and thus not accrue the benefits claimed.

Alternatively, the Recreation

Commission could be mandated to maintain the site on its current budget.
This would ensure some maintenance, however it would detract funds from
existing state parks and recreation programs.

Additionally, as more and

more water projects are developed, an over-emphasis may be placed on
unneeded water-related recreation activities.

The latter two effects would

be a detriment to the current budget and goals and objectives of the
Recreation Commission.

These scenarios are unfavorable, however several alternatives do exist.
Additional funds and personnel could be provided to the Recreation
Commission for the management of new reservoirs with high recreation potential.

Similarly, the sites could be turned over to county governments or

private interests with a desire to manage the recreation assets.

It is the
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Recreation Commission's desire that the Water Development Commission and
the legislature consider all these implications and possibilites before
encouraging recreation use at new water projects.

A final concern for all agencies is the accuracy of the recreation benefits.
Forest Service officials have recently reduced all recreation values for
forest resources.

Their action may have been in response to the fear that

using high recreation resource values will thrust larger amounts of the
forest land base into recreation use.

Officials state the values are too

high because they may not account for length of stay or party size.
this point their actions are subjective.
by this model should stand for now.

At

As a result, the values produced

The average willingness to pay per

person at Deer Creek would be $8.21 in 1982 dollars.

Given the general cost

of all types of entertainment, including outdoor pursuits, this value appears
very reasonable.

In conclusion, it appears the travel cost method provides a viable means of
recreation benefit estimation for the the State of Wyoming, assuming the
method and results are used responsibly by experienced recreation personnel.
A better data base would be most useful and improve the accuracy of the method,
however given current resources this model produces reasonable results.

With

acceptance from the professional community and state officials, the method could
be used again in the future and be used with confidence.
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STATE AND COUNTIES WITHIN MARKET REGION
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WYOMING

COUNTY NO.

COUNTY

MAJOR
POPULATION CENTER

1980
COUNTY
POPULATION

1

Albany

Laramie

29,062

2

Big Horn

Lovell

11,896

3

Campbell

Gillette

24,367

4

Carbon

Rawlins

21,896

5

Converse

Douglas

14,069

6

Crook

Sundance

5,308

7

Fremont

Riverton

38,992

8

Goshen

Torrington

12,040

9

Hot Springs

Thermopolis

5,710

10

Johnson

Buffalo

6,700

11

Laramie

Cheyenne

68,649

13

Natrona

Casper

71,856

14

Niobrara

Lusk

2,924

15

ParK

Cody

21,639

16

Platte

Wheatland

11,975

17

Sheridan

Sheridan

25,048

19

Sweetwater

Rock Springs

41,723

22

Washakie

Worland

9,496

23

Weston

Newcastle

7,106
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COLORADO

1980

COUNTY NO.
30

COUNTY
Logan
Wel d
Morgan

MAJOR
POPULATION CENTER
Greeley

Arapaho
Adams
Jefferson
Denver

Denver

Douglas
El Paso
Elbert

Colorado Springs

TOTAL
33

Boulder
Larimer
TOTAL

245,944
293,621
492,365
371,753
1,403,683

TOTAL
32

19,800
123,438
22,513
165,751

TOTAL
31

COUNTY
POPULATION

25,153
6,850
309,424
341,427

Loveland

189,625
149,184
338,809
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NEBRASKA

COUNTY NO.
40

COUNTY
Si oux
Box Butte
Sheridan
Dawes

MAJOR
POPULATION CENTER
Alliance

TOTAL
41

Banner
Scottsbluff
Morill

Kimball
Cheyenne
Deuel
Garden

1,845
13,696
7,544
9,609
32,694

Scottsbluff

TOTAL
42

1980
COUNTY
POPULATION

918
38,344
6,085
45,347

Sidney

TOTAL

4,882
10,057
2,462
2,802
20,203

MONTANA

50

Carter
Powder River
Rosebud
Treasure
Big Horn
Yellowstone
Carbon
TOTAL

Billings

1,799
2,520
9,899
981
11,096
108,035
8,099
142,429
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SOUTH DAKOTA
1980

COUNTY NO.
60

COUNTY
Harding

MAJOR
POPULATION CENTER
Rapid City

COUNTY
POPULATION
1,700

Perkins

4,700

Butte

8,372

Meade

20,717

Lawrence

18,339

Pennington

70,361

Shannon

11,323

Custer

6,000

Fall River

8,439

TOTAL

149,951

APPENDIX B
MARKET REGION AND MARKET AREA BY PARK
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85

BOYSEN
(Camping)

STATE

OF WYOMING

SHERIDAN
·SHERIDAN

NATIO',Al
PARK

BIG

.co,)y
PAR

C ROO K

K
GILLETTE

SUNDANCE

•

•

CAMPBELL~_ _ _-;

\

JOHNSON

I

WESTON\

NEWCAST~

.

SEN
E M 0 N T

CON V E R SEN lOB R ARAI
NATRONA

•

LINCOLN

KEMMERER

•

CASPER

LANQER

•

LUSK

•

DOUGLAS

•

------

•

•

TORRINGTO

EATtAN

SWEETWATER

CAR BON

ALBANY

•

GREEN

RiVER

U I N T A
• EVANSTCN

•

RAWLINS

•

LARAMIE

LARAMIE
•

CHEYENNE

Includes Portions of: Montana
South Dakota
Nebraska
Colorado
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BOYSEN
(Day Use)

STATE

OF WYOMING

BIG'
\\

NATIONAL
• CODY
PARK

ARK

SHE RID A N

-=:RIOAN

• H0 R N

$SUFFAlO

BASIN

C ROO K
GILLETTE

SUNDANCE

•

•

CAMPBELL~______~

JOHNSON
WESTON

•

T E TON

NEWCASTLE

.JACKSON

SEN
NAT RON A:' CON V E R SEN lOB RARA\
•

CASPER •

LANDER

LUSI<

DOUGLAS

•

•

LINCOLN
•
KEMMERER

•

U I N T A
• EVANSTON

SWEETWATER
•

CARBON

TORRINGTO

EATlAN

•

ALB ANY

GREEN
RIVER
•

RAWLINS

•

LARAMIE

LARAMIE
•

CHEYENNE
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CURT GOWDY
(Day Use

a

Camping)

STATE OF WYOMING

SHERIDAN
·SHERIDAN

NATIONAL

BIG

• CODY

C ROO K

R K

PARK

GILLETTE

SUNDANCE

•

•

CAMPBELL~______~

JOHNSON
WESTON

•

T

NEWCASTLE

E M 0 N T
NATRONA
• LANDER

CASPER

•

CON V E R SEN I 08 R ARA
DOUGLAS

•

LUSK

•

KEMMEFiER

•

SWEETWATER
•

CARBON

ALB ANY

GREEN
RIVER

U , N T A
.E'./I\NSTC~

LARAMIE
• CHEYENNE

Includes Portions of: Nebraska
Colorado
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GLENDO
(Camping)

STATE

OF WYOMING

H ERIDAN
NATlO~AL

8

.CO::lY

R

PARK

·SHERIDAN

I

G

o

C R 0

K

GILLETTE

•

-BUFFALO

K

SUNDANCE

0

CAMPBELL

W EST ON

a

NEWCASTLE

I

E M 0 N T

iN

PINEDALE

•

•

A T R

oN

CASPER

LANDER

SUB LET

•

A

CONVERSE NIOBRARAi
LUSK

•

DOUGLAS

•

LINCOLN
PLATTE
KE~ME"ER

•

U , N T A

I!C

S W EETWATER
•

GREEN
RIVER

-- .. -~

o

ARB 0 N

GOSHEN
TORRNGTC

WHEATlAN

ALB ANY

•

I

~. RAWLINS

•

LARAMIE

LARAMIE
• CHEYENNE

Includes Portions of: South Dakota
Nebraska
ColorOdo
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GLENDO
(Day Use)

STATE

OF WYOMING

SHERIDAN

B

NATIONAL

.CODY

R K

PARK

·SHERIDAN

G

J

C ROO K

.H 0 R N

SUND~NCE

GILLETTE

•

BASIN

•

CAMPBELL~____~
__
~_~_~~_~_~_.

JOHNSON
W EST
\

FREMONT

~N\

NEWCASTLE

CON V E R SEN lOB R ARA
ATRONA

•

PINEDALE
•

CASPER

LANDER

•

SUBLET

LUSK

•

•

DOUGLAS

LINCOLN
TORRtNGTO

•

KEMMERER

•

U J N T A
• EVANSTON

SWEETWATER
•

CARBON

LBANY

GREEN
RIVER
•

RAWLINS

•

LARAMIE

LARAMIE
•

CHEYENNE

Includes Portions of: Sou th Ookota
Nebraska
Colorado
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GUERNSEY
(Camping)

STATE

OF WYOMING

",----.

S H E R I DA N
NATIONAL

ecc:)y
R K

PARK

B I

~SHEr:;:DAN

G
~.,

..

GiLLETTE

°SJFFAlO

8~S:N

C R 0

- ---------.----

OH 0 RN

0 K

.,

SUNDA~JCE

\J

CAMPBELL
I
I
I

I

W EST 0. N\

I
FREMONT

•

•

CASPER

LANDER

LINCOLN

•

•

• EVANSTCN

I ....

:1

,

w

EET~ATERdc

LUSK

•

DOUGLAS

•

II

•

U I N T A

..... ... -.

CON V E R SEN I 08 R ARA

S U 8 LET

S

' .,

iN A T RON A

PINEDAl.E

KEMME"1ER

'

'·E'·.'-·S-''''
~
1:.

•

TORRlNGTC

'HEAnAN

A R 8 0 N

ALBANY

•

GREEN
RiVER
•

!

RAWLINS

•

LARAMIE

LARAMIE
• CHEYENNE

Includes Portions of : South Dakota
Nebraska
Colorado
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GUERNSEY
(Day Use)

STATE

OF WYOMING

ERIDAN
aSHER!OAN

NATIONAL

Occ:)y
R K

PARK

BIG
C ROO K

.H 0 R N

SUNO~NCE

QLLETTE

..

e~S;N

e

CAMPBELL 1 - - - - - - - - 1
JOHNSON

.,

WESTON

T

NEWCASTLE

FREMONT

NATRONA

P;NEDALE

•

•

CASPER

L.J.NCER

SUB LET

•

CON V E R SEN lOB R ARA
LUSK

•

•

DOUGLAS

LINCOLN
•
KEMMERER

•

•

N T A

• E ''''''STeN

•

ALB ANY

GREE"I RIVE~

U I

TORRINGTO

WHEATLAN

SWEETWATER
i
: . RAWLINS

•

LARAMIE

LARAMIE
•

CHEYENNE

Includes Portions of: Nebraska
Colorado
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SEMINOE
(Camping)

STATE

OF WYOMING

SHERIDAN
°SHERIDAN

8

.CODY

PAR

PARK

I

G
C ROO K

K

.H 0 R N

GILLETTE

SUNDANCE

•

8.lSIN

•

CAMP8ELL~______~

JOHNSON
WESTON

•

NEWCASTLE

-------------- . -. -----r
E M 0 N T

CON V E R SEN lOB R ARAI
NATRONA

PINECAL£

•

•

CASPER

LANDER

•

LUSK

DOUGLAS

•

•

S U 8 LET

L fNCOLN
PLATTE
KEMME"ER

•

U I N T A

SWEETWATER
•

GOSHEN

•
TORRINGTO
WHEATLAN
•

CARBON

GREEN
RiVER
•

~

RA'Nl!NS

ALB ANY

SEMIN E

•

LARAMiE

Includes Portions of:

LARAMIE
•

CHEYENNE

Nebraska
Colorado
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SEMINOE
(Day Use)

STATE OF WYOMING

SHERIDAN
·SHERIDAN

NATIONAL

BIG

.CCDY

R

PARK

.H

K

C ROO K

0 R N

GILLETTE

SUNDJ\NCE

•

•

BASIN

CAMPBELL~______~

JOHNSON
WESTON

•

NEWCASTLE

FREMONT
NATRONA

PINEDALE

•

•

LANDER

CASPER

•

SUB LET

CON V E R SEN lOB R ARA
WSK

•

•

DOUGLAS

LINCOLN
PLATTE
•

KEMMERER

•

U , N T A
• EVANSiON

S WEE T' W ATE R

CAR BON

• ~~~iRN
I

!
i
iI

•

'~SEMINO

ALB ANY

GOSHEN
TORR1NGTO

WHEATlAN

•

RAWLINS

•

LARAMIE

LARAMIE
• CHEYENNE

APPENDIX C
LAKES AND RESERVOIRS INCLUDED IN
SUBSTITUTE INDEX
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WYOMING
Gelatt
Lake Hattie
Meeboer Lake
Twin Buttes
Wheatland
Ye 11 owta i 1
Deaver
Pathfinder
Seminoe
Kortes
Diamond
East Allen
Saratoga
LaPrele
Glendo

Keyhole
Boysen
Ocean Lake
Pilot Butte
Rock Creek
Cameahwait
Hawk Springs
Bump-Sull ivan
Springer
Anchor
DeSmet
Curt Gowdy
Viva Noughton
Fontenel1e
Alcova
Gray Reef

Bu f fa loB i 11
Newton
Guernsey
Rock
Johnson
Grayrocks
Yellowstone
Fremont
Soda
Boulder
New Fork
Willow
Big Sandy
Jackson
Jenny
Woodruff Narrows

NEBRASKA
McConaughy
Edens
Swanson
Hugh Butter

Harry Strunk
Minatare
Box Butte
Merritt

Sherman
Maloney
Sutherland
Johnson

SOUTH DAKOTA
Oahe
Franci s Case

Angostura
Belle Fourche

Pactol a
Deerfield

COLORADO
Carter
Horsetooth
Granby
Willow Creek
Shadow Mountain
Green Mountain
Cherry Creek
Dillon
Chatfield
Cheeseman
Bonny
Boyd

Crawford
Eleven Mile
Flagler
Highline
Jackson
Lathrop
Navajo
Pueblo
Rifle Gap
Steamboat
Sweitzer
Tarryal1
MONTANA

Fort Peek
Canyon Ferry
Hungry Horse

Vega
Estes
Curecanti
Ruedi
Turquoise
Twi n Lakes
Paonia
Vallecito
Platoro
Taylor Park
Antero

APPENDIX D
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
FORMULAS FOR DETERMINING FACILITY NEEDS
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DESIGN DAY LOAD CALCULATIONS
The Design Day Load (DOL) represents the level of facility development
requi red to accommodate the number of users expected on a weekend day
during the peak month of usage. The capacity of these facilities will
be exceeded on holiday weekends, but overall this level of development
represents the optimum utilization of area facilities.
The DOL is
calculated as follows:
DOL = A x P X E

o

Where A = annual visitation in year 2000
P

= proportion of annual visitation in peak month

E = proportion of weekly use occurring on weekends

o = average

number of weekend days in peak month

Facility Requirements
Facil ity requi ranents are the faci 1iti es needed to accommodate the
visitors who are expected to participate in the various recreation
activities.

Water Surface Carryina Caoacity
x (availa~le water surf~ce) x Daily Turnover
( requ; rea acre/ boat )!J

(Activity percent)

= boats/day

Waterskiing: . 28 x 2.500 acre x 2.5 = 125 x 3.4/group = 425 visitors.
14

Pleasure boating:

.47 x 2.500 acre x 2.5 = 256 x 3.4/group = 8Z0 visitors
11

Fishing:

.25 x 2,500 acre x 1.7

= 266 x 2.0/group = 532 visitors

4

Total 647 boats/day

Total 1827 visitors

98

Picnic sites

p = L

S

p
L

VU
TR

number of picnic sites
design day load
VU
proportion of visitors using
picnic sites
S = average party size
TR = turnover rate
=
=
=

Camps; tes

C = L . VU
S

C = number of campsites
L = design day load
VU = proportion of visitors participating
S = average party size

APPENDIX E
PRELIMINARY SUGGESTION FOR CAMPING AREAS
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------------------------------------------------------------~

DEER CREEK

RESERV~R

~'~

l

~"'~,
'\,

",,---,,/!
\

Camping Areai'tJ..
12 Sites

No Scale
~-~-~------

--~-------
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Restroom
Handicap
Access

25

DEER
CREEK

R~ERVT

'\
\

\

-_ ..

\

_---

.

~- --.-...~..;:;:::

Camping

Area ISII

13 Sites

I'

l
No Scale

DEER CREEK RESERVOIR

......

o

N

"- ..-.

Camping Area "e"
13 Sites
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~~~_ _ _ _ _ _._. ___
No ..____
Scale .. __________.______._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-.1

~

~

..•

DEER

CREEK RESERVO!R.~

..
. ....

/--~~

\

,

"

.......

o
w

.'

/

/

----:::::=:--

Morn.lgrL~on.)'9n

--

-

.... •. ------~--

No

Scale

Road _ _ __

~ _:-__ _

-------=== -

·_----PRELIM INARY
I>eer Creek Canyon
~'

.

PLATE I
DEVELOPMENT

PROPOSAL- DEER CREEK

/'"

Morman Canyon Road

.,!'-'"I.r
A

...

~
Casper
Potential Recreation
Use Area

Area

LEGEND
f'.... _.• _Restroom

e ___......

Pialic Shelter

Proposed Recr.tion Roods
Area

Potential Recreoijon Use Area

/

I

I

~

-

-

Existing

Rood

Glenrock

)

